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Abstract
Though research for designing a machine which can read characters and numerals
started more than 90 years ago, problems of recognition of handwritten texts are
yet to be completely solved. Even for languages like English or Chinese, for which
extensive research has been done, it is probably safe to say that no single scheme
is likely to satisfy the requirements in real industrial applications. One of the main
reasons is the great variability in handwriting.

The primary goal of this dissertation is to study potential problems of off-line
recognition of Persian and Arabic handwritten texts. Specific characteristics of these
languages do not allow a direct application of algorithms proposed for the recognition
of other character sets. Our study is based on a carefuliy collected data set containing
unconstrained handwritten samples of isolated characters, words, and text from 54
Persian and Arabic speaking writers. Sometimes printed characters and text were
used either to analyze the handwriting or to show the difference in recognition of
printed and handwritten patterns.

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first part is devoted to analyzing
Persian and Arabic handwriting styles. It starts with an introduction to Persian
and Arabic writing styles. Then, two of the main problems of a Persian and Ara-
bic handwritten character recognition, namely si,m'ilari,ty and uari,abi,lify of patterns,
are addressed. To this end, a geometrical model for distortion analysis of hand-
written patterns is introduced, and is then used to investigate the variation of the
character patterns. In this model, each distortion source is represented by a trans-
formation matrix operation. Both theoretical and experimental results show that
various sources of distortion have different effects on individual characters. Distor-
tion parameters are then estimated for collected handwritten samples of Persian and
Arabic characters. This first part is conciuded by a comprehensive review on the
subject of recognition of printed and handwritten Persian and Arabic texts.

In the second part, we evaluate and test different approaches to feature extraction
and classifier design. We also propose some algorithms for feature extraction; in our
first approach, we introduced a complex logarithmic transformation technique for
invariant feature extraction. This technique is similar to the way the receptors are
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distributed in the human retina. This method of feature extraction is then applied
to the recognition of both printed and handwritten isolated characters. This feature
extraction technique is translation, scale and rotation invariant. For a set of printed
Persian and Arabic isolated characters of different scales and rotation ranges) a
high recognition rate of 97% was achieved, however, for handwritten characters the
system showed a poor performance. The best recognition rates were obtained by
using shadow features and a probabiiistic classifier , 83yo without rejection and 88%
with an IlYo rejection rate of ambiguous characters.

A new feature extraction technique was developed for recognition of uncon-
strained handwritten Persian and Arabic numerals. The best recognition rate achieved
for a single classifier system was 80%, while using a combined system increased the
recognition rate up to gITo. The study of the confusion matrices of the recognition
systems revealed that most of the misclassifications were caused by similar digits.
The recognition rate was increased up to g4To by rejectingT% of the patterns.

The elastic matching is among other approaches that have been used to overcome
the problem of pattern variation. In a second approach, we used elastic matching
technique as a distance measure between the patterns of handwritten digits. Ex-
perimental resuits showed that even these techniques are not capable of completely
resolving the problems of ambiguity caused by similar characters and variability of
handwriting styles. Some characters become very similar when they are distorted,
and hence even elastic matching technique fails to distinguish between these charac-
ters. To further improve the performance, context information should be included.

An experiment is done on human recognition of samples of isolated handwritten
characters. The best reliability result for the human expert on the collected samples
was 0.86. The interesting result is that the best proposed recognition system made
almost the same mistakes as human experts; they showed a poor performance in
distinguishing between similar patterns. This means that even a human expert is
not able to resolve these problems without using context. This led us to the idea of
using multiple experts or combination of multiple classifiers techniques to improve
the recognition rate of handwritten samples.

In the third part, methodologies for classifier combination are studied. We eval-
uated three different systems for combining multiple classifrers: weighted voting,
linear committee combiner, and a multi-label combiner. In all cases the experimen-
tal results showed that the combined system always outperforms all of the individ-
ual classifiers. By rejecting ambiguous patterns, both the recognition rate and the
reliability improved. Using a prior information on the performance of individual
classifiers for each class label increased the total recognition rate. The best recogni-
tion results achieved by the weighted voting combiner, linear committee combiner,
and multi-label combiner were 94Y0,96Yo, and g4Yo with rejection rates of.28To, 27Yo,

and 24To, respectively.

Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Abdesselam Bouzerdoum
Title: Associate Professor
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As more of the world's information processing is done electronically, it becomes more

important to make the transfer of information between people and machines simple

and reliable. Thus, computers should be able to interact better with people and to

act in a less constrained manner than has previously been possible. Handwriting is

a natural means of communication which nearly everyone learns at an early age. It
provides an easy way of interacting with a computer, requiring no special training

other than that acquired in early education. In addition to a potential mode of direct

communication with cornputers, another principal motivation for the development of

opt'ical character recogn'it'ion (OCR) systems is the need to cope with the enormous

flood of paper such as bank cheques, commercial forms, government records, credit

card imprints and mail sorting generated by the expanding technological society.

Many OCR systems have been developed for different applications including postal

address reader device for handwritten and printed postal codes [110], telecommuni-

cation system as aid for the deaf [71], bank cheque reader and verifier [52,29], and

reading device for the blind [22].

Even though research for designing a machine which can read characters and

numerals started more than 90 years ago [80], the problem of recognition of hand-

written characters is yet to be completely solved. Even for languages like English or

Chinese, on which extensive research has been done, it is probably safe to say that no

single scheme is likely to satisfy the requirements in real industrial applications. The
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reason why the success of OCR has not carried over into handwritten recognition is

the great variability in handwriting styles.

1.1 Character Recognition Systems

The conventional off-line character recognition process) shown in Fig. 1-1, may be

modeled by the following sequence of operations: data acquisition, preprocessing,

feature extraction, and classification. In the data acquisition stage, the document is

scanned, digitized, and the resulting image is stored in a binary or gray-scale format.

Preprocessing is intended to modify the data so that the extracted features are more

amenable to classification. The segmentation stage separates the text lines and then

splits them into characters. For some systems, however, this stage may be omitted,

as indicated by the dashed lines. The feature extraction stage detects features of

the input data for the purpose of recognition. The most important aspects of this

stage is the selection of a feature set which can adequately discriminate between the

patterns to be recognized. The larger is the number of similar patterns, the larger

the number of features needed to discriminate between them. The function of the

classifier stage is to make decisions based on the features. After the classification

stage, there may be another stage for post-processing which uses other sources of

information, such as contextual information, to verify and to correct mistakes in the

OCR output.

Chârecter idêntitv

Figure 1-1: Block diagram of a typical OCR system

The basic problem of character recognition is defined as assigning the digital

image of a character into its symbolic class. The general term character recognition

covers two categories: on-li,ne and off-li,ne. In on-line systems, the symbols are

2



recognized as they are written, while in off-line systems recognition is performed

after the writing or printing is completed. In terms of capability and complexity,

the off-line schemes can be classified as [48]:

Fixed-font recognition systems which deal with the recognition of only a specific

type of font.

Multi-Font recognition systems which can recognize more than one font.

Handwritten character recognition systems which deal with the recognition of

unconnected handwritten characters.

Script recognition systems which recognize either connected or cursive uncon-

strained handwritten characters.

I.2 Persian and Arabic OCR

Research in the field of Arabic character recognition, as reported in [11], began in

1975 by Nazif [88]. This shows a very late start in the research as compared to

earlier efforts in Latin dating back to the middle of 1940s la8]. The number of pub-

lications in Arabic and Persian character recognition indicates that there has been

more research on Arabic character recognition than on Persian character recogni-

tion. However, almost all of the techniques used for Arabic character recognition

are directly applicable to the Persian systems, although they may only need to be

slightly modified to include four extra characters of Persian. As far as !r¡/e are awareT

the first publication for machine recognition of a printed Persian character set is a

paper by Parhami and Taraghi [90].

The reasons that we have selected Persian and Arabic character sets for this

research are:

o The amount of research done on the other languages is considerable when

compared to the research on the Persian and Arabic character sets. Specially

in the area of handwritten recognition, there have been very few serious works

compared to the huge contributions in other languages such as Chinese and

Latin.
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o The specific characteristics of Persian and Arabic, i.e., the writing styles, sim-

ilarity of characters, and cursiveness do not allow a direct application of algo-

rithms proposed for the recognition of Latin and many other character sets.

o The cursive nature of Persian and Arabic handwriting texts and the unique

characteristics of the character sets make the research in handwritten text

recognition of these languages a challenging area for pattern recognition.

o Large variations in writing styles and existence of many similar characters

make the recognition of unconstrained handwritten text a very difficult and

still unsolved problem. Compared to English, there are more similar charac-

ters in Persian and Arabic. Moreover, due to the difference in shapes of a

single character and mixture of fonts in handwriting, the range of handwriting

variation is larger than for trnglish handwriting.

o Arabic, Persian as well as other languages such as Urdu have a lot of similar-

ities, hence the techniques for any of them is also of value for the recognition

of the others as well. These very similar languages are spoken and written in

a large area of two continents including countries in north Africa, middle east,

central Asia, Pakistan, Afghanistan and parts of India. And if we add that

Arabic is the official language of the Moslem community, the number of people

using Arabic or Persian exceeds a billion.

1.3 Definition of the Problem

Despite a very late start for Persian and Arabic character recognition, many ap-

proaches in different countries have been tried to overcome special characteristics

of Persian and Arabic writings which pose difficulties in the character recognition

systems of these two languages. The lack of communication between the research

groups, poor financial support, and the lack ofstandard data sets are big constraints

for implementing commercial systems, as compared to the number of implementa-

tions of character recognition systems in other languages.
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The primary goal of this dissertation is to study the potential problems of off-line

recognition of Persian and Arabic handwritten texts. \Me believe that the two main

obstacles for achieving higher recognition rates for Persian and Arabic handwritten

recognition are the similarity between character patterns and the great variability

in writing styles. In this dissertation, we will address these two problems by looking

at their direct impacts on the character patterns as well as their effects on the

recognition systems.

Comparing the number of publications in both printed and handwritten recog-

nition of Persian and Arabic indicates that many researchers r,¡/ere interested in

constrained handwritten or typed document recognition systems, we found there are

very limited attempts to recognize unconstrained handwritten documents. The sec-

ond goal of our studies is to test and explore different methods to overcome the two

aforementioned problems. \Me will test different feature families and classification

methods for both printed and handwritten characters. Some of these techniques

have been already used by other researchers for Persian or Arabic character sets.

Many approaches for Persian and Arabic handwritten recognition reported high

recognition rates; however, in almost all cases the high recognition rates reported

were achieved on different data sets collected by the researchers themselves. Due to

a lack of a standard data set, it is often impossible to compare the performances of

different approaches for handwritten recognition systems. Our study is based on a

carefully collected data set containing handwritten samples of isolated characters,

words, and text from 54 Persian and Arabic speaking writers.

L.4 Thesis Outline

The first part of this dissertation is devoted to analyzing Persian and Arabic hand-

writing styles. It starts with an introduction to Persian and Arabic writing styles

in chapter 2, followed by a comprehensive review of the related fields in chapter 3.

Then, two of the main problems of Persian and Arabic handwritten character recog-

nition, si,mi,larity of patterns of different characters and uari,ab'ili,tg of handwriting

styles, are addressed in chapter 4. To this end, a geometrical model for distortion
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analysis of handwritten patterns is introduced, and then used to investigate the

variation of the character patterns. In this model, each distortion source is repre-

sented by a transformation matrix operation. Both theoretical and experimental

results show that various sources of distortions have different effects on individual

characters. Distortion parameters are then estimated for the collected handwritten

samples of Persian and Arabic characters. These parameters can be used to build

deformed prototypes or templates for individual characters or character sets.

In the second part of the thesis, different approaches for feature extraction and

classification are studied. New feature extraction methods are proposed in chapter

5, including a complex logarithmic transformation technique for invariant feature

extraction. A group of nine difierent feature families inciuding the proposed feature

extraction techniques are used for our studies. Different classification algorithms in-

cluding MLP (Multi Layer Perceptron), PNN (Probabilistic Neural Network), KNN

(K-Nearest Neighbor), and EMD (truclidean Minimum Distance) are evaluated by

using different features as inputs. The performances of different systems are com-

pared for both printed and handwritten characters. Furthermore, the results of an

experiment performed with human experts are presented in this chapter.

Chapter 6 is devoted to combination of multiple classifiers. In this chapter, we

study the application of muitiple classifier combination systems for Persian and Ara-

bic handwritten isolated characters. Three methods of combining multiple classifiers

are studied: weighted voting method, linear committee combiner, and our proposed

algorithm, which is called multi,-label classi,fi,er comb'iner. F'or each combined system

we show by experiments that the combination of multiple classifiers always has a

higher recognition rate than that of a single classifier.

In chapter 7 recognition and analysis of handwritten Persian and Arabic numerals

are studied. We introduce a line segment model to represent all the characteristics

of Persian and Arabic numerals. The extracted features are also used to demon-

strate the similarity between digits and variation in writing styles. A new method of

combination of multiple classifiers is also examined for increasing the overall recog-

nition rate of the system. We use the elastic matching technique for recognition

of handwritten Persian and Arabic numerals. The background theory followed by
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our proposed system for extracting the stroke sequences from off-line data are pre-

sented. This chapter is completed by presenting the recognition results of both the

elastic matching and combination of multiple classifiers. Finally this dissertation is

concluded with a summaxy and discussion of future directions.
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Chapter 2

Persian and Arabic l{andwritings

2.L Introduction

Several methods have already been developed for the recognition of Latin and many

other character sets [82, 46,84,27]. However, intrinsic differences between the writ-

ing styles of Persian & Arabic and other languages do not allow a direct application

of these algorithms to Persian and Arabic handwritings. The key to high recognition

performance of handwritten characters of any language is the ability to detect and

utilize the distinctive characteristics of the characters of the language. Persian and

Arabic handwritings have their own characteristics which pose difficulties in design-

ing a general system for the recognition of unconstrained handwritten texts. These

characteristics should be first studied.

This chapter consists of two parts. In the first part, which is devoted to language

description, we introduce the Persian and Arabic character sets, and some popular

fonts. In the second part, we first present the primitive strokes from which all Persian

and Arabic characters can be built, then in the following section we introduce the

problems associated with handwritten recognition systems of Persian and Arabic

texts, from primarily a pattern recognition point of view.
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Table 2.1: Com of various

2.2 Language Description

2.2.L Character Sets of Persian and Arabic

Both the Persian and Arabic languages are similar to trnglish in that they use letters,

numerals, punctuation marks, as well as spaces and special symbols for mathematical

expressions. However, they differ from trnglish in their character sets and writing

direction. In addition, the structure of the Persian and Arabic characters consists

of curves and line segments, and some characters contain one or two closed loops in

their body. Table 2.1 shows a comparison of the characteristics of various languages.

Di,acri,ti,cs in this table are the marks which are sometimes added to a letter to

indicate a special pronunciation.

There are 28 characters in the Arabic character set; these characters and four

extra ones make up the Persian character set (Table 2.2). This does not mean,

however, that in both character sets there are only 28 or 32 unique shapes. The

reason is that there are a number of characters with the same body but they differ

in the number of dots and their positions. Furthermore, although there is no upper

or lower case characters in both languages, there exist different shapes for some

characters, depending on their position in a word; some characters have up to four

different shapes (see Table 2.2).

The writing styles of Persian and Arabic are almost the same, however they use

different fonts. Texts are written from right to left and numerals are written from

left to right. Both languages use cursive writing which implies that the boundaries

of characters in a word can easily overlap. Cursive words are separated by spaces?

and some of the characters can only appear at the beginning or at the end of a

I

Characteristics Persian Arabic English Hebrew Hindi
Number of characters 32 28 26 22 40

Yes NoCursive Yes No Yes
Justification R-teL R-toL L-teR R-to-L L-to-R
Possible shapes of a character r-4 7-4 2 1 1

Diacritics Yes Yes No No Yes



Table 2.2: Persian and Arabic alphabet with the different shapes of characters,
depending upon the character position in a word. Characters marked with (*) are
used only in Persian.

Position of character in a word

Name Is ol ated End Middle B eeinnine
ALEF I L

BA -/
FA (*)

u

IA J

T1IA Ë, J

JEETVI
iL e Ji

CHA (*)
g e .ah. .i+

HEH ?t-- c tt +
KFIA - È +
DAL ¡
ZAL I

Ré. ) t
¿ ,I{ ) t
¿FTA (1 ) _Ì

SEEN ,-f t-,-
SHEEN ,.P .f .}
SAD ,Ê .-f -Ð, +
z,ÃD .-P LF -z J'
TTA -b l¡ ll -b

DFIA -b -b -b F
D

AIN I e ¡
GFIAIN f a t ,9

FA ú r¡ ,e. ,
GHAF .¡ ú ,¡ ,
KAF -5 I <. I
GAF l*1 .5 { {, {
LAM J J I t
MEEM I F
NOON ¿t a-f

WAV/ ) ¡
HA Ë .t { ¡
YA É r.5
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'ù/ord. However, some other characters are not connectable from the left side with

the succeeding characters. Consequently, a word may also be divided into one or

more subwords. A subword is either a single isolated character or a combination

of two o more connected characters. Figure 2-1 shows words with one, two, three,

and four subwords respectively. The first word in (a) consists of nine connected

characters while the last one in (d) has four isolated characters.

lüo'oL J¡ ¡"t t-t¡{rù

Figure 2-1: Persian and Arabic words wiih: (a) one subword (Palestinian), (b) two
subwords (Amin), (c) three subwords (Tehran), and (d) four subwords (wish).

2.2.2 Printed and flandwritten Fonts

There are many different fonts used in Persian and Arabic handwritten texts. Some

of these fonts are also used in printed texts as well. Only a few of these are popular

and are used by people in their normal everyday handwritings. Some fonts differ in

the shapes of some of the characters, but other fonts differ also in the combination of

connected characters. Sometimes those characters which are not connectable from

the left are connected (Fig. 2-5 and Fig.2-7). In addition, character sizes are different

for different fonts, and the characters in some fonts include a hook-like curvature at

the end or at the beginning. Table 2.3 shows ranking of some popular fonts. The

ranking in this table is extracted from [40], and is accepted by calligraphy experts.

Among these fonts, Naskh is the most popular font in machine printed documents.

In the next few paragraphs, we briefly introduce some of these fonts.

I(ufi

It is known as the first official font of writing in Islamic texts (Fig. 2-2). Thus this

font was invented before the origination of Islam. The characters use more straight

JssT
(û(c)(h)(a)
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Popularity Chronological
order

Reading
Simplicity

Writing
Simplicity

I{uff B 1 I 6
Thuluth 4 2 5 4
Naskh 2 o

¿) 1 3
Nastaligh 1 4 3 2

Diwani 6 5 6 5

Broken 5 6 4 1
t
r) 7Roqa 4 1

Mohaghegh I 2 2 4

Table 2.3: of Persian and Arabic fonts

vertical lines than any other font. This font is widely used in Islamic architecture

and buildings. It has different versions grouped as Si,mple, Medi,um and Decorat'iue.

,lt+"Jut*ithål['*.r
Figure 2-2: Arabic text written in Kufi font [40].

Naskh

This font is the most frequently used font in printed documents and the second

most frequently used font in handwritten texts (Fig. 2-3). Invented in the seventh

century by Ibn Moghalled Bayzavi by inspiration from the Kufi font, it is one of the

simplest fonts in handwritings. There are two versions of this font for Arabic and

Persian. The Arabic version of this font is called Yaghooti, and the Persian one is

called Negri,zi. This font is extracted from the old Kufi font, but because it changed

some of the rules of Kufi font, it was called Naskh which is translated as "abolition"

in English.

Nastaligh

This font was invented by Mir Ali Tabrizi in the 14th century. It is the first most

popular font used in normal handwritings (Fig. 2-4). However, due to special cases
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Jrs,-úl;+Tlþluå--fitEi._î,ìí+J;pt

Figure 2-3: Arabic text written in Naskh font [40]. Here, diacritics are included.

and exceptions, it is not an easy task to implement this font in machine printed

clocuments.

I
è

J
* at

a*
at a*

J

aa
ö *la

F'igure 2-4: Persian text written in Nastaligh font [40]

Broken

This font (Fig. 2-5) is a subset of Nastaligh font which was invented to speed up

handwriting. The reason that this font is suitable for fast writing is that the building

strokes of characters have the smallest complexity among all the fonts. Some of the

characters in this font are extended by long curves at the end. Because of unusual

connections between characters, segmentation in this font is the most difficult in

comparison to other fonts.

tþÀ,ui,i lltf ,lr *lr-l,oÞa r{iþí t ÉË

Figure 2-5: Persian text written in Broken font [40].

Mohaghegh

This font is one of the earliest fonts extracted from the Kufi font and was a very

popular font in Islamic countries (Fig. 2-6). Another extension of this font called

13



Rayhan was mostly used for writing religious texts.

\ ,'t*Íi # t,
þ

! - îl'

¡

L

Figure 2-6: Arabic text written in Mohaghegh font including the diacritics [40]

Thuluth

This is also an old font which is sometimes called lhe'Mother font'. This font was

also extracted from the Kufi. font but it uses more circular lines than Kufi. Characters

and words written in this font are condensed and brought close to each other (F ig.

2-7), hence there are more crossings between subwords. Thus segmentation for this

font is very difficult.

.T *Y t,. 1f,
4-

t I t;l
!''/^!'

F FtÞ a
I I 1j

I

L '-l

Figure 2-7: Atabic Text written in Thuluth font including diacritics [40]

Diwani

As the name Diwani stands for "governmental", this font r¡/as very popular in gov-

ernment and royal offices (in about the 14th century governments started to use this

font). It has less decorative shapes than the other fonts (tr'ig. 2-8), but there are still

more connected words and subwords than in both the Naskh and Nastaligh fonts.

t

Figure 2-8: Arabic text written in Diwani font [40].

L
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Roqa

This font is more popular in Arabic than Persian. It has the same rank as Broken

font in terms of simplicity of reading and writing. A sample Arabic text written in

Roqa is shown in Fig. 2-9.

,{FL rfi q b [¡, 1þ- LJtr/ f/
F igure 2-9: Arabic text written in Roqa font [40]

2.3 Problems of Handwriting Recognition

In the previous section we described the characters and language writing character-

istics of Persian and Arabic. In this section we present the characteristics of Persian

and Arabic texts from a pattern recognition points of view. Like any other pattern

recognition application, to design a method for recognition of the patterns we should

first understand the distinctive characteristics of the pattern space. This will help

us determine the intrinsic problems associated with designing a high performance

recognition system. \Me will also look at the characteristics and diffi.culties of a
recognition system for handwritten Persian and Arabic texts.

2.3,L Segmentation Problem

One of the most prominent difficulties in Arabic and Persian character recognition

systems is the segmentation process. Segmentation is the process of separating a line

of text into words and subwords, and then dividing the subwords into characters.

Due to the cursive nature of Persian and Arabic writings, segmentation is a very

difficult task, even for printed texts.
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Handwriting Types

As described in [116], handwriting in Latin and English languages can be character-

ized into five categories:

1. boxed discrete characters,

2. spaced discrete characters,

3. run-on discretely written characters,

4. pure cursive script writing, and

5. mixed cursive script writing.

The above categories are listed in the order of increasing difficulty of recognition.

F ig. 2-10 shows different types of handwriting texts in Latin and English languages.

In Persian and Arabic, there exist only boxed discrete characters and mixed cursive

script writing. As the segmentation can be very ambiguous, cursive script writing

requires more complicated segmentation methods. One possible solution to this

problem is interaction of segmentation with recognition.

Overlap in Handwritten texts

Horizontal spaces between the subwords or between discrete characters is of great

help in segmenting them into their constructing parts. This is usually accomplished

by using a vertical projection of text line. Those points with minimum value for the

projection are candidates for vertically cutting and segmenting. However, there are

cases in which vertical cut causes a character to be divided into two different seg-

ments. This usually occurs when two or more characters are vertically ouerlapping.

In Persian and Arabic handwritten texts there are different types of overlap be-

tween characters. We categorized them into three classes: overlap without touching,

overlap with touching, and overlap caused by unusual touching.

Overlap without touching: In this case the subwords of a word are vertically

overlapping, but they are not connected. Parts of one subword may be vertically

aligned with another character or a group of characters in the neighboring subword;
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c H È RL T- il=.Þ I ñ
¡a0 E.Þ x Ë c

Spûc.ed Disctet e Chqrûcters

Run- on discrstej/ r¡ri{ùn cltonac+et=s

l4¡rr,¿ (rrr*s,¿". û^d ?ÍilftÅtË.

F'igure 2-10: Different types of handwriting (from [116])

this is marked as type ø in Fig. 2-11. In this figure, a letter in a circle connected to

a vertical line shows the location and type of overlap.

Overlap with touching: A character is usually connected to its succeeding char-

acter by touching an endpoint at the right side of the character to a left endpoint of

its neighboring character. In some fonts like Nastaligh a character may connect to

its succeeding character from the top (marked as type b in tr'ig. 2-77). In this case

these two characters align vertically.

Overlap caused by unusual touching: This often occurs in broken font. In this

case, sometimes those characters which are not connectable from the left or right

side, are connected (marked as c in Fig. 2-11).

All of these types of connections are very common in normal handwritings, and

for none of them are vertical projection and base-line approach for segmentation

is applicable. Fig. 2-12 shows an example of using vertical projection. This figure

shows that projection method does not provide adequate information for segmenting

the words into their building characters. For a survey on segmentation methods in

handwritten texts refer to [25].

t*''
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a
.)

.O

UI

Figure 2-l1-: Different types of overlap between characters. ttatt denotes
vertical without touching) )1b)1 vertical with touching, and "ctt unusuaf
touching.

+
¿¿l .F

Ël t
d

base line
,* ¿ r.ta

xãf

Figure 2-I2: Yertical projection of a line of Persian text. This method is not ap-
plicable in Persian and Arabic segmentation.

ç t
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2.3,2 Character Prirnitives

People learn to combine so called strokes to build each character at an early age.

\Me define primitive strokes as the straight lines and simple curves and corners that

make up all the entire character set. Each character can be built by a combination of

one or more of these primitive strokes. The primitive strokes of characters of Naskh

font are shown in F ig. 2-13.

\ J,,: L

?-O

Figure 2-13: Primitive strokes of Persian and Arabic Nask font

2.3.3 Nurnber of Classes

Because Persian and Arabic characters have more than one shape, the actual number

of patterns to recognize is not the same as the number of characters. In addition,

dots and diacritics are considered as complimentary in the characters, hence those

characters which differ only in dots and diacritics have almost the same patterns.

Dots can be segmented and recognized by a different system, and the output of

this system can be finally combined with the outputs of a character body recognizer

system at the post-processing stage. With these assumptions, the actual number of

patterns to be recognized is always different from the number of characters in a font.

2,3.4 flandwriting Variability

Handwriting is a free-form process, and there are an infinite number of ways of

writing a word. No one can write his or her own name exactly the same way twice

in their entire lifetime. Thus, every person has a range of handwriting variations

determined by different factors including physical ability, illness, medication, drug or

alcohol use, stress, the writing surface, the writing instrument, attempted disguise,

and personal preferences.
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Handwriting characteristics come in two categories: general or class character-

istics, and individual characteristics. Depending on the cultural setting (time and

place) when writing is learned, entire groups of individuals are taught to write in the

same rù¡ay. \Mhen these individuals are first learning to write, there are differences in

their ability to perform the task, and the results are not all the same, but the true

individual writing style differences appear only over time. As r,¡/e gro!,¡/ and mature

physically and mentally, our handwriting becomes more of an individual product

through conscious changes made to fit a mental picture of how we want our writing

to appear. This may even be an unconscious process to some extent.

2.3.5 Confusion of Similar Characters

One of the most important limits for achieving a high recognition rate for handwrit-

ten Persian and Arabic characters is confusion between the very similar characters.

As was mentioned before, there are groups of similar characters which only differ in

position and number of dots like JEEM, CHA, HEH, and KHA in Table 2.2; the

character body is the same. However, there are other ways by which two or more

handwritten characters can become similar. \Me divide the problem of similarity of

characters into five categories:

Similar shapes: this is a group of characters which have the same body shape.

Regardless of what type of feature extraction technique we use for these character

we always have a large probability of confusion. Fig. 2-I4 shows some groups of

similar isolated characters of the Naskh font.

Figure 2-14: Groups of some similar isolated characters for the Naskh font.

,J ,:'

.3; +å.=+ c5 .i

lå l¿' .Þ.e
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Similar when rotated: the body of some characters become similar when one of

them is rotated. For example if the character "MEEM (beginning) " rotates 90o

anti-clockwise, it becomes very similar to the character "HAA (end)" (Table 2.2).

For these characters, any extracted feature which is rotation invariant causes them

to be confused.

Similar when scaled: for these characters, the scaled version of one becomes sim-

ilar to the other. For example the enlarged version of the character "BEH (begin-

ning)" is very similar to the normal "LEH (beginning) " (Table 2.2). Scale invariant

features produce almost the same feature vectors for this group of characters.

Similar because of writing styles: Variability in handwriting and mixture of

fonts can cause some characters to become similar. \Me will discuss this topic in a
later chapter.

Similar feature vectors: Depending on the method of feature extraction, some

characters may have the same feature vectors. We will also discuss this in greater

detail in a later chapter.

2.3.6 Mixture of Fonts

Most people mix different fonts in their normal handwritings. There are no rules to

define how and when fonts are mixed, and it depends very much on every person's

style of writing. Some people may even modify the original shape of a character in

a font set. Mixture of fonts increases the number of patterns to be recognized. It
also increases the probability of confusion by increasing the number of similar and

ambiguous patterns.

2,3.7 Problems of Dots and Diacritics

As we defined before in this chapter, diacritics are the marks which sometimes,

specially in Arabic, are added to a letter to indicate a special pronunciation. Another

problem with handwritten Persian and Arabic documents is that of dots and their

locations. Many Persian and Arabic characters have a number of dots. There are

different number of dots which are located in different positions within the character
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(see Table 2.2). Dots are considered as complimentary characters [7]; any erosion

or deletion of these complimentary characters results in a misrepresentation of the

whole character. This is specially important in any preprocessing such as thinning

or segmentation process. A thinning preprocessor should take great care of dots so

as not to change the identity of the character.

The difficulty with recognition of dots in handwritten documents can be at-

tributed to the following causes:

Misplacement: In handwritten texts, dots can easily be misplaced. In some cases

it becomes difficult to tell if a dot belongs to a certain character or its neighboring

characters. Human readers use other clues such as context to recognize the actual

location of a dot or a group of dots.

Change in shape: There are different shapes for dots. F'or example, some people

use only an incomplete circle to represent three dots. Some use a straight line as

two dots. Fig. 2-15 shows a word using character SHEEN with three dots, but of

different shapes.

Figure 2-75: A, Persian word using the character "SHEEN" with different shapes for
its three dots.

2.3.8 Lack of Handwritten Data

One of the main problems of Persian and Arabic handwritten recognition systems

is that there are no standard data sets to evaluate the developed algorithms. All

research done for these two languages is based on the character sets selected and

collected by algorithm developers. This means that it is not possible to compare

r¡.ù

?

o
{-rt
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these algorithms, and so we need to have a standard data set. Designing such a

collection of patterns which covers all the possible combination of characters is,

however, very difficult. The main problem is that for even a single character, there

are many different patterns.

To design a collection of handwritten patterns, one should first answer some

questions [98]:

o Should the data set include segmented words or isolated characters?

o What is the minimum number of words that covers all the possible practical

patterns?

o \Mhat is the criteria for readability of patterns and what are the conditions for

which a pattern should be rejected?

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced Arabic and Persian character sets and their

fonts for handwriting. A wide variety of fonts and mixture of fonts pose difficulties

for designing a general purpose multi-font handwritten recognizer for Arabic and

Persian documents. We have presented some of these difficulties by showing some

examples. Even by using the best feature extraction technique and the best clas-

sification methods, it is impossible to completely resolve the problem of similarity

between characters. This means that context information must be used at a later

stage for accurate word and text recognition.
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Chapter 3

Review of the Literature

3.1 Introduction

This chapter is devoted to a brief introduction to the current trends in character

recognition, and also a comprehensive review of the research undertaken for Persian

and Arabic character recognition. \Me review papers published about the different

approaches used by the researchers for different parts of a recognition system for

Persian or Arabic texts, including segmentation, preprocessing, feature extraction,

recognition, and post-processing. In this review, we only include those publications

to which we had access.

The chapter starts with a brief study of the current research directions for charac-

ter recognition systems in the next section, and then presents review of the research

work conducted for different units of a recognition system for Persian or Arabic

Ianguages.

3.2 Research Directions

Many OCR systems have been developed over the last two decades [86], but more

work is still required to attain results close to human recognition abilities. This

is especially true for the recognition of unconstrained handwritten documents in

which every individual has his/her own writing style. There exists a large number of

techniques for feature extraction and classification of both handwritten and printed
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texts [64, 46,84,111]; howeve T no simple scheme is likely to solve all the problems

associated with the largely variable input data in handwritings.

Of the different strategies for feature extraction, two groups of methods have been

often used: súructural and stati,st'ical approaches. Structural features often result in

a better performance than statistical features, but they may be difficult to define

and they may be sensitive to data sets. Thus, having a high performance in one

data set, does not necessarily mean that the method will give the same performance

for other different data sets [112].

It is often difficult to compare different approaches in handwritten character

recognition, as they are generally based on different databases; however, neural net-

works have shown the best performance among all the different methods used for

character recognition [53]. The most rema¡kable feature of artificial neural networks

lies in their ability to learn by examples. Due to the ability of neural networks to

overcome some defi.ciencies of conventional pattern recognition techniques, the ap-

plication of different types of neural networks in the area of handwritten character

recognition has been increasing [66, 33]. For a comparison of statistical and neural

classification techniques for recognition of handwritten numerals see [24]. Different

types of neural network architectures including back propagation 174,73], Neocog-

nitron [43], associative memory networks [130], and AHf networks [44], have been

employed in character recognition systems.

Variability of handwriting introduces a kind of fizziness in handwritten recog-

nition systems. Neural networks and fizzy logic are complementary tools to deal

with this problem. Frzzy sets allow their members to belong to them partially. The

membership defines how much an element belongs to a set. A new era of using fiizzy

set theory for character recognition has commenced and many have successfully ap-

plied fitzzy logic concepts to different parts of the OCR system. These approaches

include fuzzy graph theoretic approach [2], unsupervised character classification [26],

self-organizing maps and finzy rules [28], feature extraction [78], decision operator

[79], allograph modeling for cursive script recognition [91], and finzy integration

[12e].

Although Hidden Markov Models (HMM) have been widely used especially for
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on-line cursive recognition as well as speech recognition[45], some researchers applied

the HMM technique for off-line systems, mostly in word recognition application.

HMM was used for representation of printed characters in noisy document images

[37], and for handwritten word recognition [57].

Despite the large number of algorithms developed for character recognition, the

problem is not yet solved completely. Currently available systems, even commercial

ones, have a set of limitation on handwriting styles or print quality. In the future,

emphasis will be on the recognition of unconstrained handwriting. The potentials

for OCR algorithms seems to lie in the combination of different techniques and also

greater usage of contextual information. It has been proved that the performance

of a handwritten recognition system can be improved by combining the outcomes of

multiple classifiers [61]. Neural networks can not only be used as excellent feature

extractor and classifiers, but also as trainable, and good classifier combiners [62].

3.3 Persian and Arabic Character Recognition

Research in the fi.eld of Arabic character recognition, as reported in [11], began in

1975 by Nazif [88]. This shows a very late start in the research as compared to

earlier efforts in Latin dating back to the middle of 1940s [a8]. The number of pub-

Iications in Arabic and Persian character recognition indicates that there has been

more research on Arabic character recognition than on Persian character recognition.

However, almost all of the techniques used for Arabic character recognition are di-

rectly applicable to the Persian systems, although they may only need to be slightly

modified to include four extra characters of Persian. To the best of our knowledge,

the first publication for machine recognition of a printed Persian character set is a

paper by Parhami and Taraghi [90].

In this section, we present a review of off-line recognition of handwritten and

printed Persian and Arabic documents. There have been few survey papers on the

recognition of Arabic charactersll2,67,l04]. The latest comprehensive review on

the recognition of Arabic characters, to the best of our knowledge, was made by Badr

and Mahmoud [6]. We will tr¡ however, to cover more recent papers in our review
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and also include more publications on research for the Persian character set. \Me

start with brief review on psychology of reading Persian words, followed by a review

of data collection and analysis. OCR systems are then reviewed in two sections: one

dealing with segmentation, the other with recognition.

3.3.1 Psycholos/ of human \,\¡ord recognition

Although there is a large number of research publications in the field of psychology

of reading words and letters (see for example [83] ), the only paper which studied

the psychology of Persian words and letters, to our knowledge, is a paper by Baluch

and Shahidi [20]. In a section of their paper on the type of information the beginner

or less skilled readers in Persian use to recognize words, they explained:

"There seems to be agreement that recognition of a word is possible

through at least two independent routes: an assembled route, based on

rule-based conversions of subword orthographic units onto phonological

units which are appropriate for oral reading or semantic recognition,

and an addressed or orthographic route in which a word's meaning or

pronunciation is directly looked up in a mental lexicon."

tr'or skilled readers, the addressed orthographic route was concluded to play a

more important role in reading than the assembled route; however, there is no com-

plete agreement between the researchers about the role of these two routes in begin-

ners or less skilled readers. Baluch and Shahidi in their paper address this issue and

by running an experiment concluded that the beginner readers of Persian engage

more in phonological coding for the recognition of words. Thus beginners rely more

on diacritic information than skilled readers. For skilled readers of Persian (and

Arabic), the transparency of a word's spelling is not crucial to the route used in oral

reading or lexical decisions.

3,3.2 Data Collection and Analysis

As we mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the problems of handwritten recog-

nition of Persian and Arabic texts is the lack of a standard data set. Such a data set
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could be used for comparison between all algorithms developed for the recognition

of printed and handwritten Persian and Arabic documents. The only publication

which deals with this problem, and we had access to, was a paper by Safabaksh and

Shayghan[98]. In this paper, they presented a set of rules for evaluation of data sets

for the Nastaligh font. They also collected three sets of handwritten words called

AMIR-KABIR-1, AMIR-KABIR-2, and AMIR-KABIR-3, each set was divided into

training and testing sets. AMIR-KABIR-I included 5740 words, 1800 signs, and

1600 numerals stored as gray-scale images. Binary version of AMIR-KABIR-1 is

called AMIR-KABIR-2. They considered 16 rules of connecting characters of Nasta-

Iigh font, and selected those words from AMIR-KABIR-2 data set which satisfied

these rules, and then segmented these words into characters and stored these char-

acters in a collection called AMIR-KABIR-3. Unfortunately, we did not have access

to any of these data sets.

The criteria they used for measuring the readability of samples, was an empirically-

derived formula (Eq. 3.1). This equation was introduced by a group of famous

Iranian calligraphers to evaluate a piece of handwritten text. The readability is

estimated by

J :0.255 + 0.I25Y + 0.2254+ 0.2F + 0.2M (3.1)

where ,S is a score for normality of the shape of characters within the text, Y is a

measure for similarity between the shape of the same characters in the text, .4. is a

score for size and aspect ratio coherency of characters, .F is a measure for correct

distances between subwords and between words, and finally M is a score of relative

distance of the words from the base-line. Since all of the variables in the right

side of the equation lie in the range [0,100] .f e [0,1]. The readability score ("I),

is usually assignecl by professional calligraphers, and the equation is an estimation

for readability. There is no mathematical proof for this estimate, however, the

results showed that values for J obtained from both the equation and professional

calligraphers have a high degree of agreement. This measurement criteria was used

by Safabaksh and Shayghan[98] for selection or rejection of a handwritten sample.
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3.3.3 The Segmentation Problern

As we mentioned before, one of the most difÊcult part of a text recognition system

for Persian and Arabic is its segmentation unit. This unit is responsible for breaking

the texts into words, and then splitting the words into subwords, and finally splitting

the subwords into individual characters. For the recognition of Persian and Arabic

documents, five recognition strategies have been proposed to date [6] :

1. Segmentation-free recognition. The input is recognized as a whole word with-

out any segmentation.

2. Recognition of already segmented characters. There is no need for segmenta-

tion.

3. Segmentation of words into characters. None of the methods reported are ro-

bust to handwriting style variations, and they are usually designed for printed

text.

4. Segmentation of subwords or words into primitive strokes smaller than a char-

acter. In this approach, the primitive strokes are usually reconnected to each

other to form a character or word in a later stage.

5. Recognition and segmentation working together. In this approach, the seg-

mentation is a by-product of recognition stage.

Segment ation- FYee Recognit ion

In this method, the characters of a connected subword are recognized without any

segmentation in advance. El-Badi and Ramsis in [35] started from the extreme right

of a subword and examined a set of columns of the image and tried to recognize

the set as a character. If that fails, they add columns to the set until a character

is recognized. Once a character is recognized, the set of columns are removed from

the subword and the process is repeated until all the image columns of the subwords

are examined. There are two problems when using this approach for handwritten

texts. One is that if the recognition system fails to recognize a separated part, it
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will affect the recognition of the reminder of the subword. The other limitation

of this approach is that in handwritten texts occasionally characters touch each

other vertically. This means that for a set of columns, there may be more than one

character to be recognized (Fig.  -1).

Al-Badr and Haralick [5] called their technique a segmentation free approach

although in their method they divide Arabic words into a set of primitives. The

primitives and their locations are then detected using mathematical morphologr

operations. At the time of recognition the detected primitives are combined into

characters. As they stated, the proposed system is dependent on the font type and

size [4]. The reason is that in order to recognize nerü¡ fonts, a new set of primitives

needs to be produced.

Some proposed systems recognize aword as awhole unit of a pattern[16]. This

approach is limited to recognizing a small set of predefined words, e.8., a computer

program written in a particular software language.

Segmentation Approaches

The vertical projection histogram of a text line has been widely used as a common

method for subword separation [13]. As we discussed in a previous chapter, this

method, however, fails when a vertical overlap occurs between characters.

The angle that each character forms when it is joined with another character at

the base-line \Mas used by Bushofa and Spann [23] to choose the correct position of

segmentation of an Arabic word. In their technique, the lower part of a subword

contour, the part which falls below the base-line, is first examined for any possible

touching characters or an "(end) YEH". These two cases were segmented before the

main procedure started. The upper contour was then examined for candidate points

for segmentation. By tracing from left to right, starting from the first contour point

above the base-line, any minimum in contour coordinates between two peaks , is

considered as a segmentation point. A point in the contour is considered as a peak

if its value is greater than a threshold. If no peak point is found after a minimum

point, the point is neglected. Furthermore) if two or more minima between two peaks

satisfy the threshold condition, the point nearest to the first peak was taken and the
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remaining points are neglected. Bushofa and Spann applied this method to segment

text scanned from books and newspapers in two fonts and four different sizes.

Al-Sadoun and Amin [7] presented a complete system for the recognition of Ara-

bic text, including preprocessing, thinning, binary tree construction, segmentation,

and recognition stages. They introduced a binary tree segmentation technique to

split a subword into its characters. After preprocessing and thinning of a word image,

a binary tree was built which included all the information describing the structure

of the image. This involved tracing the image by a 3 x 3 window and recording the

structure of the traced part by a set of image primitives. These primitives were the

eight tr'reeman codes 1421. Ãft,er the binary tree was generated, it was smoothed to

minimize the number of nodes in the tree and the length of Freeman codes, and also

to reduce the effect of noise in the thinned image. The next step was segmenting the

tree of a subword into its characters, which was performed by traversing the binary

tree and using a set of rules for segmenting the subword.

Line segmentation in [56] is the process of splitting a line of text into so-called

subword glyphs and secondary glyphs. Hassibi defined a subword glyph as the

bitmap representing a connected set of letters describing a subword, a word, a letter,

or a ligature (a special type ofconnected characters). A secondary glyph was defined

as the bitmap representing a dot or a group of dots, and diacritical marks. Each

subword glyph was the input to a preliminary segmentation process, where each

subword was broken into secalled Meta character glgphs. A Meta character glyph

is defined as a glyph representing a single valid Arabic character, a valid ligature, or

a character stroke.

A segmentation technique for Arabic words !ù/as proposed by Amin [14] and was

applied to the binary skeleton of the word. The original image of the word was

pre-processed in order to produce the skeleton. Then the thinned image was traced

to construct a binary tree with all the information describing the structure of the

image. Using B Freeman coding primitives and two primitives for loops and double

loops, a binary tree was built and then smoothed to reduce the number of nodes and

the Freeman code string in the information field of the nodes, and to eliminate or

minimize any noise in the thinned image. The binary tree was divided into several
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subtrees such that each subtree represents a character.

Instead of splitting a subword into characters, Almuallim and Yamaguchi [10]

segmented connected characters into a set of strokes. After classifying these strokes,

their reiative positions were used to combine them into a string of characters. In

order to reduce the complexity of the combination process caused by the large num-

ber of primitive strokes, they attempted to define strokes so that the number of the

strokes of a word became as small as possible. Strokes were clustered into one of

five groups of strokes, and then within the clustered Sroup the stroke was classified

by using a set of 7 geometric features.

In a similar fashion to the work of Almualim [10], Goraine and Usher [47] used

Freeman coding to segment the words into principal strokes, which are strings of

coordinate pairs, and secondary strokes which are additions to the principal strokes.

By using 8 directions for stroke coding, they introduced ten primitives codes which

were defined as references.

Parhami and Taraghi [90] presented a technique for the segmentation of printed

Persian texts. The algorithm was based on a fundamental property of the Persian

script. Persian font design is done by using a rectangular-tip pen having a length

much greater than its width. As the designer moves the pen at certain angles to gen-

erate each symbol, Iines with varying thicknesses appear. At the unique connection

point of two adjacent symbols, the pen moves horizontally on the connection axis

to produce a line with maximum script thickness. Also, there is no symbol overlap

at the connection point. They used this characteristics of the Persian text for the

segmentation of printed texts in a newspaper title font.

Another segmentation method for Arabic typewritten texts was implemented

by El-Sheikh and Guindi [36]. The segmentation process was essentially based on

the calculation of the distance between the two extreme intersections of the outer

contour with a vertical line. If in the recognition phase, a character \ryas rejected,

then the subword would be re-segmented with new parameters.
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3,3,4 Recognition Systems

The two main parts in a character recognition system are the feature ertracti,on and

classi,fier units. The feature extraction technique is usually applied to the isolated

characters and it selects a set of features that uniquely identifies that character.

The selected features should efficiently discriminate between patterns of different

classes, but should also be similar for patterns within the same class. Suen [t11] has

a good survey on different methods of feature extraction employed for hand-printed

character recognition. Al-Badr and Mahmoud [6] reviewed the different stages of a

character recognition system for the Arabic character set. They categorized different

feature types into the following four main groups:

Structural features describe a character by its geometry and topologr, either by

Iocal or global properties[18].

Statistical features use statistical measures of the character matrix as features[35].

Global transformations transform the character matrix from pixel representation

into a more abstract level with lower dimensionality. Chain codes of skeletons or

contours axe examples of this method[15].

Template matching and correlation use pixel-by-pixel comparison of the char-

acter and a set of templates.

Of these methods, template matching is the most sensitive to distortion and

noise; both the structural and statistical features are more tolerant to distortion and

nolse.

We review the recognition systems in two parts: printed, and handwritten recog-

nition. In the first part we review the research on the recognition of printed Persian

or Arabic characters and texts, and in the second part we present Persian and Arabic

handwritten recognition systems.

A. Recognition of Machine Printed Characters

The Fourier spectrum of the character's projection on the X and Y axes was used by

Saleh et al. [11] to recognize printed characters of the Naskh font. Once computed,

the feature vectors were compared to the model feature vectors representing each
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individual Arabic character. Classification was based on a minimum distance mea-

surement between unknown character's and model feature vectors. A recognition

rate of 99.94% was obtained for one dimensional slice technique using features for

the X- and Y-projections.

The average gray-scale threshold of the background image and the character

images was used by Fathi and Broumand-Nia [39] to separate the characters from

the background in a binary format. The character matrix was then divided into

non-overlapping rectangular regions, and for each region some simple features like

the ratio of black to white pixels were calculated. These features were then applied

to a multi-layer Perceptron classifier. There !ü¡as no report of the recognition rate

of the system, however, the system was reported to be under test for industrial

applications.

Al-Sadoun and Amin [7] presented a complete system for recognition of Arabic

text. It consisted of preprocessing, thinning, binary tree construction, segmentation,

and recognition sections. Afber preprocessing and thinning of a word image, a binary

tree was built which included all the information describing the structure of the

image. This involved tracing the image with a 3 x 3 window and recording the

structure of the traced contours by a set of image primitives. These primitives were

the eight Freeman codes [42]. After the binary tree was generated, it was smoothed

to minimize the number of nodes in the tree, and the length of the F'reeman codes,

and to reduce the effect of noise in the thinned image. The next step was segmenting

the tree of a subword into its characters. In the recognition phase, the binary tree of

the subword was transformed into a single string according to a set of defined rules

depending on the number of nodes for each character. This string was then matched

with those which have already been computed and stored in a dictionary to find the

character class. A recognition rate of 93.38% for printed characters and 76To for an

old book was achieved.

Hassibi [56] used a neural network in the recognition phase of a machine printed

Arabic OCR. The segmentation process produced Meta character glyphs which may

be a single character, a valid ligature, or a character piece. Meta character glyphs

were then recognized using classical classification techniques and a neural network
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r'¡/as used to recognize the more difficult cases. Contextual information was used to
join Meta characters into words, and in the post-processing stage, lexicons were used

to improve the recognition rate. A neural network trained using training set derived

from 350 images achieved a gg% recognition rate.

Al-Yousefi and Upda [8] introduced a statistical method for Arabic character

recognition. In the first step, the character was segmented into primary and sec-

ondary parts (dots and zigzags). The dots and zigzags were isolated and identified

separately. The features were extracted from the normalized moments of vertical

and horizontal projections, and were then classified by a Bayesian classifier. For

the isolated-form printed characters of three different fonts and five different sizes a

classification rate of 85.5% was achieved by using linear discriminant analysis, while

using quadratic discriminant analysis increased the recognition rate to 99.5%.

SARAT, which stands for Segmentation And Recognition of Arabic printed Text,

was introduced by Mã,rgner[81]. The system was based on features of the upper con-

tour. The reason for using this contour was that the upper contour of the main body

of each character in Arabic contains most of the information about the character.

By defining a set of geometrical features, Mã,rgner classified the characters by using

a statistical minimum distance classifier. With 4110 characters of the laser printer

font, a recognition rate of 99% was obtained, while for the inputs from documents

printed by a dot matrix printer font the recognition rate decreased to g6.9Yo.

Goraine and Usher [47] used Freeman coding to segment Arabic words into

strokes. The process of classification was done in two stages: in the primary stage

the primitive type, the dot number, dot position, and loops were used as features,

and in the secondary stage strokes were combined to form a character. They then

employed a technique to solve any ambiguities between pairs of characters. For a

total number of 830 printed characters of different sizes, they reported a recognition

rate of.92Yo.

After segmenting the words into characters, El-Sheikh and Guindi[36] extracted

the features by using a set of Fourier descriptors derived from the coordinate se-

quences of the character's outer contour. Topological features such as the height,

width and the number of black pixels of a stress mark were used to classify the
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different stress marks. The developed system achieved a recognition rate of 99%.

To the best of our knowledge, the first publication for machine recognition of a

printed Persian character set is a paper by Parhami and Taraghi [90]. In their paper

they presented a technique for the automatic recognition of printed Farsi (Persian)

texts. It was based on certain geometric properties such as relative width, existence

of concavities and loops. They used 20 geometric features to form a 24-bit feature

vector for each symbol. The feature vector obtained was matched against templates

for the Persian symbols. fn some cases where an exact match was not found, the

algorithm looked for a best match in which the more reliable features were examined

first. F'or newspaper headlines (big fonts), the recognition rate was L00%.

B. Recognition of Handwritten Characters

Dehghan and Faez[31] applied a set of moment invariants to recognize a pre-selected

set of hand printed Persian characters. The moments which have been used were

Zernike moments, Pseudo Zern\ke moments, and Legendre moments. They achieved

a recognition rate of 96.92%, although, the data set they used was collected from

samples of five famous Iranian calligraphers which are usually of a good quality.

After a well presented introduction to the characteristics of Persian character

sets and handwriting, Fahimi and Sani [38] presented a neural network system for

the recognition of handwritten characters. Due to difficulties of a general recognition

system, they placed some constraint on the input patterns. The first stage of their

research was to design a form to collect the data. Using a histogram of vertical

and horizontal projections, each character was separated from the form boxes. To

extract the features from the 25 x 25 character matrix, the value of the pixels at

the crossings between ten selected rows and ten selected columns of the image were

applied directly to a neural network classifier. The columns and rows lr¡/ere carefully

selected to include all the essential information of the characters. A recognition rate

of 90% for a set of isolated characters was reported.

Abuhaiba et al. [3] presented an automatic off-line character recognition system

for recognition of segmented handwritten Arabic characters. They used a cluster-

based skeletonization algorithm (CBSA), which they had already developed in 177),
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to convert the characters into a tree structure. They used the finzy set theory to

model isolated handwritten characters as fuzzy attributed graphs. The graphs for

an unknown input character were then compared to those of the models. They

reported a 100% recognition for 420 character samples of a single writer, although,

the recognition rate dropped to 73% when the system was tested with samples of

a second writer. They then fine-tuned the system for the second writer to increase

the recognition rate up to 97.4%.

An algorithm was developed by Abuhaiba and Ahmed [1] in order to restore the

temporal information in off-line Arabic handwriting so that an on-line recognition

algorithms may be used to advantage. After segmenting the secondary strokes that

touch the main stroke, each subword was traversed from the starting vertex to the

end vertex by solving the Chinese postman's problem for the subword graph. By

applying special rules, the temporal information in the subword was restored. For a

total of 1605 strokes, freely written by two writers, good performance of restoration

of temporal information was reported.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we presented a comprehensive review of the fi.eld of character recog-

nition of Persian and Arabic languages. Despite the large number of recognition

systems introduced in journals or conference publications, there is still much to do

to achieve a reliable system. It is completely agreed that the performance of a ma-

chine which can recognize handwritten texts is still far from that of humans in terms

of reliability, but they are much faster than humans.

Despite a very late start for Persian and Arabic character recognition, many ap-

proaches in different countries have been tried to overcome special characteristics

of Persian and Arabic writings which pose difficulties in the character recognition

systems of these two languages. The lack of communication between the research

groups, poor financial support, and the lack ofstandard data sets are big constraints

for implementing commercial systems, as compared to the number of implementa-

tions of character recognition systems in other languages.
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Comparing the number of publications in both printed and handwritten recog-

nition of Persian and Arabic indicates that many researchers were interested in the

constrained typed document recognition systems, and there are very limited at-

tempts to recognize unconstrained handwritten documents. Those few approaches

for handwritten recognition reported high recognition rates, however, in almost all

cases the high recognition rates rely only on collected data sets. Due to a lack of a

standard data collection, no one can compare the outputs of different approaches for

handwritten recognition systems. Research directions in Persian and Arabic char-

acter recognition systems is becoming more consistent and there are clear signs of

a nerü¡ era in this field. Research on Persian and Arabic character recognition is

also becoming more intensive than before and commercial systems are becoming

available. Because many papers in this field are written in either Persian or Arabic

ianguages, survey papers can save time and effort for the beginner, especially those

publications in weil-known journals and conferences, written in English, which can

attract more researchers, and more financial support for the field.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Handwriting

4.L Introduction
Handwriting originates by forming a mental picture of letters and words in the brain.

A signal is then sent to the hand through the muscles and nervous system to draw this

mental picture. Due to the existence of an infinite number of ways of writing even

the simplest letter combination, the output letter is almost never an exact match

of the original mental picture. It is true to say that nobody can ever write a word

exactly the same way twice in an entire lifetime. Every person has a handwriting

variation determined by his or her physical writing ability, training, psychological

status, and many other factors such as injury, illness, medication, drug or alcohol

use, stress, the writing surface, the writing instrument, and personal preferences.

\Me do not exactly know what is the original signal that is sent by the brain to

the human motor system to produce a particular pattern. We humans, however,

can cope with a variety of handwritings surprisingly well. This is not the case with

machine recognition of cursive scripts.

Many researchers have attempted to model the biomechanical system of humans

to investigate the problem of variation of the handwriting patterns; see, for example

[101, 75, 118].Ward and Kuklinski presented a predictive model for many variability

effects observed in handwritings [124]. The problem of handwritten variation is of

special importance for Persian and Arabic due to the large variety of writing styles
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and personal preferences, which makes it almost impossible to include all types of

handwriting styles in a singie recognition system.

In this chapter we address two of the main problems associated with the recogni-

tion of Persian and Arabic handwritten characters, namely si,mi,larity and uari,abi,l-

i,ty. We first introduce the components which cause different writing styles. Then

a geometrical model for deformation is presented. The model introduces a range of

possible distortions that may occur in patterns of handwritten characters. \Me show

that any one of these deformations has a different impact on the individual charac-

ters. This model is then used to show the effects of various distortions on different

Persian and Arabic characters. Although it is not possible to exactly calculate the

distortion parameters from samples of handwritten characters, an attempt is made

to estimate the order and the value of deformation parameters for the handwritten

samples of the characters by using the distortion model. In the second part of this

chapter, we address the problem of pattern similarity. By using the modei presented

for deformation, we show that some characters become more similar when they are

distorted. Current approaches to these two problems of variability and similarity

are reviewed in the final section, followed by some concluding remarks.

4.2 Pattern Variability
Recognition of unconstrained handwritten texts involves numerous problems. Peo-

ple are taught to write, at an early age, by copying the patterns of characters. The

writing style is determined by many factors such as the brain's motor control, speed

of writing, personal preferences, effort and fatigue [9a]. Sometimes people use com-

pletely different shapes of characters from the shape and writing rules that they

were taught. People often tend to minimize the writing effort, and they frequently

produce iliegible writings. The result is enormous variability in handwriting. All

these factors make the recognition of handwritten characters very difficult.
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4.2.L Cornponents of Handwriting Style Variability

A sample of a person's handwriting contains various global subject-specific parame-

ters. However, these global parameters do not contain any information about the

identity of the characters. Therefore, the handwriting patterns have to be normal-

ized in terms of orientation, vertical size, and slant [119]. The wide diversity inherent

in handwritten characters results from factors such as regional styles, differing writ-

ing instruments and psycho-motoric effects [123]. Some possible components of the

handwriting style variability are:

o Instrumental. Various writing devices may produce different outputs. The

types of variations made by different writing devices include line thickness,

and salt and pepper noise.

o Cursiveness. Despite the fact that almost the same rules apply for cursive

writing of both printed and handwritten Persian and Arabic texts, there exist,

sometimes unwanted, cases of touching characters. In addition, different fonts

have slightly different rules of touching.

o Slant. Slant is usually defined as the general direction of the vertical down

strokes in handwritten characters [100]. In [51], handwriting slant is defined

as deviation between the principle axis of characters and the vertical axis.

o Shapes and length of ascenders and descenders. The vertical size of a

word or text line consists of three components: body, ascender, and descender

heights relative to the base line. However, in handwritten Persian and Arabic

text, there are many cases in which a character is written in a place quite

different from its usual place in a word. In Persian and Arabic handwriting,

ascenders and descenders may consist of a hook-like shape.

o Connection between letters. This usually happens because of the differ-

ences between different fonts. Fig. 4-1 shows an example of different ways for

characters to touch each other in a word.
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Figure 4-1: Two different version of connected characters in the word " MAHJOOB".

o The bas+line. It is defined as an imaginary horizontal line upon which a

text is written. Usually the base-line is a straight horizontal line; however, in

Persian and Arabic handwriting the base-line may deviate from the horizontal

line.

o Size and aspect ratio. A change in size may occur globally in all parts of

the text or locally in a section of the text.

o Orientation. In some handwritten texts there may be a slight rotation for

some characters; the range of rotation is usually small.

4,2,2 Deforrnation Model

In this section, we introduce a model for deformation anaiysis of characters. A

function is then presented for each geometric transformation. Each pixel P,,o in

the character matrix is represented by its Cartesian coordinates (r, g) relative to

the matrix centre (as the origin). (r' ,A') is then the new location of the pixel after

the transformation. More details about document image defects and perturbation

models can be found in [19, 54].

The proposed model for deformation of the characters is shown in F ig. 4-2. In this

figure, cascaded blocks represent different types of geometric perturbations applied

to each pixel of the character matrix. Each do(ro,A¿; e ) is a function which operates

on the image pixel at (*o,E") and produces the transformed position of the pixel

(ro*t,A¿+t).Each (¿ represents a distortion parameter for deformation of type'd.

r¿+t

A¿+t
(4 1)
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F igure 4-2: Block diagram of geometric transformation model for deformatron.

At each stage of the deformation model, each pixel of the character matrix may

have a different distortion parameter, but for simplicity we assume that in each

stage, all the pixels in the matrix are transformed by the same deformation matrix.

The distortion model explains different types of deformation of the original pat-

tern. Not all the possible sources of distortions can be modeled as a geometrical

transformations. For instance the stroke thickness, which is another source of vari-

ation in handwritings, is not included in this model and should be considered sepa-

rately. Moreover, in all cases \¡¡e assume a uniform distortion for all the pixels when

in reality the distortion usually has a non-uniform nature. Furthermore, the effect

of random salt and pepper noise is not covered by this model. One also should note

that the order by which the pattern is distorted by various transformations is very

important; for each character we may have a different order of distortions, and if we

change the order, we may get different patterns.

According to [54], the different geometric transformations are expressed by a

second order polynomial transformation:

&tz ats

azz üzs

At
azt

at+

úz¿

Arc

a2s

fr

a

ng
,

:L"

(4.2)

2u

\Me now discuss some common sources of distortion applicable to patterns of hand-

written characters.
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A. Rotation

Rotational transformation is a well-known equation in standard mathematics. Each

point in the matrix is transformed to a ner,Ã¡ point in the rotated image by the

following equation:

(î) : d,(*,u;(,) : ( ;,ll -:ä:T,, ) f;l (4 3)

where (1 is he distortion paramete which in this case repr:sents the rotation angle

in radians.

B. Slant

Slant is a very common distortion in human handwriting. \Mhereas humans deal

with it without any problem; it makes the machine recognition of handwriting con-

siderably more difficult. In general slant can affect the image both vertically and

horizontaliy. Horizontal slant transformation (also called shear transform), can be

defined as

(4.4)Q):d'(''a;t'' : (l i') {;)
where (, is the distortion parameter; in this case, it is the amount of horizontal

deviation of the image. According to this equation, deviation of r depends on gt.

Fig. 4-3 shows images of character "HEH" deformed by horizontal slant with (2 in

the range l-2,21. The image at the centre ((z : 0 ) shows the original image of the

character.

For vertical slant transformation, the r-coordinate does not change but E linearly

changes with z. The deformation transformation for vertical slant is:

(î):d"(*'v;*' : (
10
(r1 )r;l (4 5)

One may combine the two slant distortions in the following matrix operation:
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F igure 4-3: Patterns of the character 'HEH" deformed by horizontal slant

J2o.5J2

(î) : d"(*,a;(,, (,) : ( :, i' ) {;) (4 6)

Fig. L4 shows patte ns of character "HEH" deformed vertically by the slant trans-

formation.

:-1.5 f:-J l:-0.533

4:t5 4:1 Ír:t.s lr:2

Figure 4-4: Patterns of the character 'HEH" deformed by vertical slant

C. Perspective

Perspective transformation matrices are obtained by using the coordinates of the

four corners of a square and its distorted version. The vertical, horizontal, first

diagonal and second diagonal perspective transformations are given by, respectively,

7\-

,7L _/(
J

t t .L
\*

r,'IJ
I
V {/
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Horizont al perspect ive

Q):dn(*'v''' : (
100 (n

01eo 0

10(u0
010 (u

10cu0
010 (o

r
a

ûa

12

:x

g

rg

a'

(4.7)

Vertical perspective

Q):du(''a;*' 
: (

(î):du(''a;*' : (

(î):d'(''a;t'' : (

(4.8)

First diagonal perspective

T

a
,ï'

v'

(4.e)

Second diagonal perspective

1o Cr o

019 -(z
(4.10)

Fig. 4-5 shows the output of the various perspective transformation of the char-

acter "HEH" using different distortion parameters.

D. Shrink

These transformation matrices look very similar to the perspective matrices. For

example, the z-coordinates of the pixels in the horizontal perspective transform

n

v
,n'

a2
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Figure 4-5: Patterns of the character 'HEH" deformed by horizontal, vertical, first
diagonal and second diagonal prespective transformation with dìfferent distortion
parameters.

have an extra quadratic term (ø2) which makes it different from the horizontal shrink

transformation. Again there are four transformations corresponding to shrinkage in

different directions:

florizontal shrink

Second diagonal Ç7:

o.03

o.02

(î'):dr(*'a;*' : (

(î):dn(''a;t, : (

100
01( 8

n

a

IA

(4.11)

10c
010

I
ï
u (4.12)
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First diagonal shrink

Second diagonal shrink

(i):dto(r'''e"l : (

(î):dtt(r'''e"l : (

10(
01-(

10 -C
(ro

(4.13)

(4.r4)

(4.15)

10

10

r
a

12

v'

1 o (rr -(tt
n

a

r01c 11 11
2

y"

Fig.4-6 shows various versions of the character "HEH" shrunk with different

distortion parameters. To fill any pixel discontinuities caused by the discrete nature

of the images afber the transformations, a morphological filter is used. The filter

performs as a "close" operator. The reason to use this filter is its simplicity, and

there are other methods such as "bilinear curve fitting" which may give a better

results but are more complex and time consuming.

E. Scaling

It is considered as a scaling of r- and g-coordinates with different distortion para-

meters:

(î) : d.n,ts(r,at en,(,.) : ( ; 
.,', 

ï .,,. ) ( ; )
In this equation ff en and (r, are different, there will be also a change in aspect

ratio of the image. For (r, and (r, greater than 0, the image becomes larger and for

-1 < Crr,Cr" ( 0, the image is reduced. A 1is added tothe distortion parameters

to obtain an undistorted pattern when the distortion parameters are zero, consistent

with all previous distortions.
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Figure 4-6: Patterns of the character 'HEH" deformed by horizontal, vertical, first
diagonal and second diagonal shrink transformations with different distortion para-
meters.

F. TYanslation

As translation transformation does not change the shape of the image; it is differ-

ent in this regard to previously defined distortions. However, translation can be

considered as a geometrical transformation. Thus, we define the following matrix

transformation for translation. For different (1n and (rs we have different transla-

tions in the r- and y-coordinates.

G) : d''n'tu(r'ai ettß"' : (
14

15

n

a

1

(4.16)

4.2.3

In this section, the effect of each of the above distortions on individual characters is

investigated. Our proposal is that various sources of distortion have different impact

on different characters. The reason is that the distribution of the character's pixels

Variation Analysis of Persian and Arabic Characters

!v
/ /

r

T.L
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within the character matrix and a relative size of strokes differ from one character

to another, and the effects of each transformation vary in different regions of the

character matrix.

For this experiment we use samples of isolated printed Persian characters, each

presented in a 48 x 48 binary matrix. The criterion we used for measuring the distor-

tion is the average per pixel Euclidean distance between the original pattern and its

distorted version. \Me define Sn(r,A;Co) u. the distance surface for a distortion with

parameter (o . trach point So(r¡,A¡;e¿) represents the Euclidean distance between a

pixel (ø¡, A) in the original pattern and the corresponding transformed ptxel (n'¡,A'¡)

in the distorted pattern

So(r¡,Y¡;e¿): (r¡-r'¡)2+(a¡-a)2

Define the normalized truclidean distance between two patterns (d¿) as

(4.r7)

D Dli;," so(i, k; e,)' c (i, k)Í-u*

d¿: (4.18)
n

where C is the binary character matrix, and n is the number of black pixels in the

original character matrix. The characters are represented by black pixels on a white

background.

Fig. 4-7 shows the surface plot of So(*,g;e,).C(*,g) for the character (isolated)

HEH for a horizontal slant distortion with (z : 0.1. This figure shows the amount

of distortion in different regions of the character using the truclidean distance mea-

sure. The proposed distance measure, however, is not equal to the elastic matching

distance of the two patterns which we will discuss later in a following chapter. The

reason is that the number of pixels in the distorted and original patterns are not

always the same and there is a possibility of insertion or deletion of points in the

distorted pattern. Deletion of character pixels occurs when two or more points in

the original pattern map to a single point in a distorted version, and insertion is

performed by the process of filling the gaps caused by a geometric distortion. We

penalize the insertion and deletion of pixels by adding the following term to trq.

(4.18)
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(¡r, + N')'do
(4.1e)

n

where (¡f, + ÄL) represents the total difference between the number of black pixels

of original and distorted patterns caused either by insertion or deletion. The final

equation for average distance per pixel between the two character patterns is defined

AS

\lrlJIr Dï:;:," s¿(lc, i, e ,) ' c (k, i)max
-!x min

n
(4.20)
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Figure 4-7: Surface plot of. S2(r,A,e) .C(r,y) for the character "HEH isolated" for
horizontal slant distortion ((, :0.1).

A set of 21 characters is selected (see Fig. 4-8). These characters are especially

selected so as to cover all possible stroke shapes including straight vertical and

horizontal lines, loops, and circular strokes. Each character is distorted by different

distortion transforms described above for a range of distortion parameters. The

average distance per pixel of each character is then plotted against the distortion

parameter of each transformation.
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F igure 4-B: Character set used in variation analysis of Persian and Arabic characters

A. Rotation

Rotational distortion changes the location of each pixel according to the distance

surface shown in Fig. 4-9. The bigger the rotation angle, the larger the slope of the

surface. Only the centre pixel has no displacement from its undeformed location.

Moving from the centre, the amount of distortion becomes larger, and pixels that are

far from the centre have the largest distortion. For small range of rotation, characters

like "(beginning) HA ", whose pixels are spread evenly around the centre, have less

distortion. Rotation has a more significant effect on characters like "AYN" , "HEH",

and "GHAYN" which have pixels located far from the character's centre.

40
40 20

600

Figure 4-9: Euclidean distance of the pixels of the character matrix from their
corrsponding deformed pixels in the rotated version with (r :7T178.

The average distance per pixel of all the 21 selected characters, caused by ro-

tational distortion, is shown in tr'ig. 4-10. The distortion parameter varies in the
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Figure 4-10: The average distance per pixel caused by rotational distortion of the
selected Persian characters.

range l-n,n]. As shown in this figure, small characters like "(beginning) BEH "

(#3 in the figure) have less sensitivity to rotational distortion than large characters

Iike "HEH" (#4), and "AIN" (#11).

B. Slant

Horizontal slant has a greater effect on those characters like "(isolated) ALtrF ",

which are constructed by vertical lines than characters like "(isolated) BtrH", whose

pixels are on horizontal lines near the origin and are thus more affected by horizontal

slant. As shown in Fig. 4-71-a,, vertical lines are affected more by horizontal slant

distortion. Vertical slant, however, has more effect on characters like "(isolated)

BEH" than characters like "(isolated) ALEF", as shown in Fig.4-11-b. In both

distance surfaces, the bigger the distortion parameter the larger the slope of the

distance surface.

Figure 4-12 shows the effect of horizontal and vertical slant deformations on a

set of Persian and Arabic characters. As discussed before and shown in this figure,

the maximum distortion caused by horizontal slant is for the character "(isolated)

AIN" as most of its pixels are located far from the centre of the matrix. For small

characters like "(beginning) BA" and for the character "(isolated) BA", which looks

25
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Figure 4-11: Euclidean distance of the pixels of the character matrix from their
corresponding defromed pixels: (a) horizontal slant distortion with (, : 0.1, and
(b) vertical slant distortion with (r : 0.1.

like a horizontal line about the centre, the effect of horizontal slant is minimal.

Vertical slant, however, has the maximum effect on the character "(isolated) tr'A"

and has minimum impact on characters like "(isolated) ALEF" and "(beginning)

LAM", which consist of a vertical line near the centre.

C. Perspective

As shown in Fig.413, both horizontal and vertical perspective transformations

affect the characters in a very similar fashion as to horizontal and vertical slant

distortions, respectively. The difference is that the distance surfaces are not as flat

as for slant (Fig. 4-11). Diagonal perspective distortion distance surfaces are very

similar to rotational transformation surfaces, and have more impact on characters

whose phels are more located further from the centre of the matrix.

Figure 4-14 shows the effects of various perspective deformations on different

characters. Horizontal and vertical perspective have almost the same effect as hor-

izonïal and vertical slant distortions, respectively; however, the first and second

diagonal deformations have more effects on characters like "(isolated) HEH" (#4)

, "(isolated) FA" (#13), and "(isolated) AIN" (#71) which have more pixels far

from the centre of the matrix than on the smaller characters like "(beginning) BA"
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corresponding deformed pixels: (a) horizontal perspective distortion with C+: 0.02,
(b) vertical perspective distortion with (s : 0.02, (c) first diagonal perspective
distortion with (6 : 0.02 and (d) second diagonal perspective distortion with C7 :
0.02.
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(#3), "(beginning) HtrH" (ff5) and upright character like "(isolated) ALtrF" (#1).

Smaller characters such as "(beginning) BA" (#3), "(isolated) H^ (#20) are less

affected by either first or second diagonal perspective distortions.
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Figure LI4: .Nverage distance per pixel of selected Persian and Arabic characters
deformed bV ù horizontal, b/ vertical, c) first diagonal, and d/ second diagonal
perspect ive transformations.

D. Shrink

Shrink distortion, as shown in F ig. 4-15, is slightly different from the previously

mentioned distortions. It has different impacts on different regions of the character

matrix, but in general, it has less impact on the regions near the centre of the ma-

trix. Again, increasing the distortion parameters increases the slope of the surfaces.

Figure 4-16 shows the effects of various shrink deformations on a set of Persian and

Arabic characters.

4.2,4 Estimation of the Parameters

As we mentioned before, the order in which the pattern is distorted by various trans-

formations is very important. By rearranging the order of distortion transforms in

I

3
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corresponding deformed pixels: (a) horizontal shrink distortion with (* : 0.02, (b)
vertical shrink distortion with (e : 0.02, (c) first diagonal shrink distortion with
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Fig.L2, different distorted patterns are produced. If we assume that each handwrit-

ten character sample is a distorted version of an original pattern, then the problem

is to find the best model of distortion which describes the deformation process from

the original pattern to the final distorted pattern. The process can also be done in

reverse, starting from a samples of handwritten character and distorting it with the

model until the best match between the distorted version and the original template

is found. To estimate this model, first we should find the order of distortion types,

and then adjust the distortion parameters so that the model's output matches the

original template of the character.

To find the order and to estimate the relevant parameters, we use a mixed mode

distortion model. In this model, each handwritten character goes through a series

of distortion stages. At each step, we evaluate all distortion types, and select the

one which gives the maximum likelihood between the distorted and the template

pattern. In this study, we use the pixel correlation between the distorted and final

patterns as the likelihood function. Depending on the type of distortion, we assign

a small value to the parameter, e.g. ei: ;nl78 for rotational distortion. These

values, which are determined by trial and error, are used as steps in distorting a

pattern in each stage. To find the best and smallest step size for each parameter, we

start from (¿ : 0. A printed sample of characters are then distorted by changing the

distortion parameter and the step size is the first small (¿ which creates a visually

sensible deformation on the character. \Me also could use the correlation between the

original and distorted character and choose the step size from the smallest parameter

that gives a certain correlation values.

tr'or each type of distortion, both positive and negative values of the parameter

((¿) are examined. After deforming the pattern at each stage, the distorted pattern

is applied as the input to the next stage, and the same process is repeated for

the next stage. This process is continued until there is no further increase in the

likelihood value. The output of the estimator is a string of codes, where each code

represents a distortion type. If the same distortion occurs for consecutive stages, all

of these stages can be replaced by one step of the same distortion with a parameter

equal to the sum of the parameters of these stages. Fig. 4-77 shows an example of
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the parameter estimation process. An original handwritten sample of the character

"(isolated) RA" undergoes a series of distortions indicated by the numbers in boxes.

These numbers represent the distortion type in each step (see Table 4.1). As shown

in this figure, the flnal version of the characters looks more similar to the template

than the original handwritten sample, i.e. correlation coefficient of the samples

increased from 0.12 to0.627.

Hanilwritten Samplc

Dcformation Model

Template

Deformed Image

F igure 417: Estimated distortion parameters of the character " (isolated) RA" by
using the distortion model.

Since each distorted pattern undergoes a series of distortion transformations to

become as close as possible to the original pattern, the estimation process discussed

above can also be considered as a "warp'ing". This technique increases the similarity

and correlation between handwritten samples of characters and their corresponding

printed samples, which we use as template patterns.

Distortion Characteristics

Vy'e now use the deformation model for real samples of Persian and Arabic hand-

written characters. If we consider the negative and positive distortion parameters

separately, then, according to Table 4.1, there are 26 different parameters to be es-
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StepCode Parameter
1 (' r lt8
2 (' -r 178

C, 0.1tJ

-0.14 e,
5 (r 0.01
6 (' -0.01

eo 0.01I

e¿ -0.018
0.01I (u

10 Cu -0.01
11 (o 0.01
12 (o -0.01
13 C., 0.01

Table 4.1: Codes and step values of the parameter of various distortions used for
estima distortion of handwritten sam

timated. For each sample of a handwritten character, we estimate the parameters

by the method discussed in the previous section. The estimation process produces

a vector of. 26 elements whose elements are the distortion parameters for deform-

ing a sample to get the maximum correlation with the printed character template.

F'or each character we average these vectors over all the handwritten samples. The

resulting vectors show the distortion characteristics of characters.

Fig. 4-18 shows the distortion characteristics of some of the characters. As the

results show, handwritten samples of the character "(isolated) ALEF ", which con-

sists of a vertical line segment, has been distorted mostly by the vertical perspective

((r) and vertical scaling ((13) distortions. On the other hand, horizontal scaling

((12) has more effect on the character "(isolated) HA". More graphs of distortion

characteristics are presented in appendix B.

4,2.6 Deformable Models

According to the way 0, priori information of the pattern shape is used, shape match-

ing methods can be classified into two main groups: data-to-model and model-to-

data. In data-tomodel methods, the raw image data is analyzed by feature extrac-

tion and the features are compared with the model. Conversely, in model-tedata

methods, we start with a model (or template), and search the image for evidence

Code Parameter Step
C, -0.01I4

15 (. 0.01
16 C* -0.01
T7 (o 0.01

(o -0.0118
0.0119 (ro

20 (.'n -0.01
27 (,' 0.01
22 (rt -0.01
23 C'," -0.1
24 (,, 0.1

(r* -0.125
26 (rs 0.1
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F'igure 4-18: Distortion characteristics of different Persian characters' (.) " (isolated)
ALEF", (b) "(isolated) BA", (c) "(isolated) HA", and (d) "(isolated) KAF".

supporting the existence of the model.

A major problem with the deformable models is that the fitting procedure be-

tween an unknown pattern and the model images is very computationally expensive

and is usually an iterative task. One way to categorize the range of model-based

approaches to handle the wide diversity inherent in handwritten documents is to

consider the complexity of the procedure used to match the model to an unknown

pattern. As shown in F ig. 4-19, moving from left to right across the spectrum,

matching complexity increases while the number of matches decreases.

The basic idea in using deformable models for handwritten character recognition

is that each character has a model which we call an original template. Each unknown

character is ciassified by finding the model which is most likely to have generated

it. The two important terms in assessing the fit of an unknown image (I/) and a

model (M) are the prior probability distribution for the distortion parameters (()

of a model (P(( I M)), and the probability distribution over possible images given

the distortion parameters (P(U I M,Ò). This framework has been used by many

authors, e.g. [126, 50]. The probability of recognition of the unknown patterns of U
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Figure 4-19: A spectrum of approaches to handling diversity in handwritten char-
acter recognition (from [96]).

as model M is calculated as

P(ulM): Iote lw.P(ulM,e).d,e Ø.21)
Jc

where the integration is calculated over the whole parameter space. The second

term inside the integral represents the likelihood between the unknown pattern and

the model M which is distorted by the parameter (. For large dimensions of dis-

tortion parameters, as in our case, the evaluation of this integral is computationally

expensive. However, P(U I M) peaks for a certain set of values of the distortion

parameter" ((-).

Proposed System

Because at each stage, 2k distorted patterns are calculated (one negative and one

positive parameter for k distortions), and for each distorted pattern the correlation

coefficient must be examined, the proposed method for estimation of the distortion

parameter is computationally expensive. \Me tested the method for real samples

of handwritten characters. The aim here is to see, if the method increases the

correlation between a handwritten sample and its template.

The deformation technique is the same method we used for the estimation of

the distortion parameters (see previous section). Figure 420 shows the average

pixel correlation coefficients between handwritten samples of the selected characters

and their corresponding original templates before and after applying the proposed
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',Ã¡arping technique over all handwritten samples. As shown in this figure, in all cases

the deformation technique has significantly increased the correlations.
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Figure 4-20: Ãverage pixel correlation coeffi.cients between handwritten samples of
the characters and their templates (printed characters), before and after using the
cleformation model.

4.3 Pattern Sirnilarity

As Tappert described in [117], the fundamental property of writing which makes

communication possible is that differences between various characters are more than

differences between different drawings of the same character. \Me humans can easily

distinguish between similar patterns, and furthermore use contextual information to

resolve any ambiguity, but for machines intended to recognize off-line handwritten

documents the situation is quite different. The only available information is the

image, and a machine should extract as much information as possibie from that

image. Increasing the number of similar patterns in different classes increases the

number of potentially confusing patterns for the system.

Some Persian and Arabic characters are written very similarly. In a previous

chapter, we gave examples of similar characters that are similar in shape. In this

section, we investigate the similarity between the characters by using the distortion

After deformation
Eetore Delormatr 0r

\ --
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model. Using this model, we want to show that there are some characters whose

distorted versions become very similar to the distorted version of other characters.

4,3,L Similarity and Confusion

Large similarity between the patterns of two characters increases the probability

of confusion between them during the classification stage. The similarity measure

between any two patterns is directly proportional to the distance between them;

the smaller the distance, the greater the similarity is. As shown in Fig. 4-2I, if the

distorted version of a sample of character C2 becomes too close to the cluster centre

or prototype of another character (C1), regardless of the type of classifier or feature

extraction technique we use, the probability of classifying C2 as C1 will increase.

The actual probability of confusion, however, depends on the decision boundaries

of the classifier. The similarity measure between any two patterns P1 and P2 is

defined as:

s(P1, P2) : a. d(PI, P2) (4.22)

where d(P7,P2) \s the distance between the two patterns and a is a normalization

coefficient. If g is the output of the recognition system, then for an input pattern r/
which belongs to the class C2, the probability of classifying it as belonging to class

C1 is

Pcontu"ion: P(a : CIlr' : C2) a S(r',O2) (4.23)

where 02 is the cluster centre or the prototype of class C2. The above equations

show that if the distance between an unknown pattern of a class to the prototype

of another class decreases, it is more probable that it will be classified incorrectly

during the classification stage.
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Figure 421: Similarity of distorted character of class C2 to the patterns of class C1

4.3.2 Similarity and The Deformation Model

To show the similarity between distorted versions of some Persian and Arabic char-

acters, we use the deformation model presented before in this chapter. Printed

samples of a character are deformed by different distortion parameters, and the

correlation coefficient between the distorted pattern and the prototype of another

character (printed sample) is used as the similarity measure. \Me present examples

of the correlation coefficient for rotation (Fig. 4-22), horizontal slant (Fig. 4-23), and

horizontal perspective (trtg. a-2a) distortions. The characters in the examples are

selected from similar and confusing characters. In all these examples, the correlation

coefficient between the distorted pattern of a character and prototype the pattern

of another character increases for a non-zero value of the distortion parameter.

4.4 Approaches to Handwriting Style Variation

Researchers in the field of handwriting recognition have been trying to minimize the

effect of variability by employing two main strategies: standardization of the raw

data by normalization, and particularization of the problem by limiting the number
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of objects to be recognized [30]. In many cases) patterns are normalized in the pre-

processing stage. Normalization attempts to remove random irrelevant variations

from the characters while preserving the differences between patterns of different

classes. Normalization of handwriting patterns may include deslanting (or deskew-

ing), base-line drift correction, and normalization of size and component length.

For example, Nagr and Tuong [87] have described a technique of normalization us-

ing perspective transformation. They found the four points where a string drawn

tightly around the character passes through *45" to the horizontal, then, by using

the coordinates of these points, they normalized the characters.

\Me humans have iittle difficulty in recognizing patterns irrespective of their size,

position, deformation and orientation in our field of view. How can we get a computer

to do this? One approach is to extract functions and features from the pattern that

are invariant to the transformation made by these changes. The theory and practice

of such invariant image features are presented in [95] for planar objects.

Rigid templates cannot account for deformations which frequently arise from di-

versity and irregularity of patterns. Since the degree of deformation is also unknown

in advance, rigid templates for a range of deformation cannot produce satisfactory

results for all cases. Deformable models are also an attractive rñ/ay for characterizing
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handwritten patterns since they have relatively few parameters, are able to capture

many topological variations, and incorporate much prior knowledge [96].

Another approach to the problem of variation in writing style and similarity

of the patterns is the idea of using multiple expert systems. Combining multiple

classifiers has the advantage that the features and the classification procedure of

individual classifiers can be used to complement one another and improve the overall

correct recognition rate. A multiple classifier system consists of a set of classifiers

and a decision making unit which acts on the outputs of the individual classifiers.

Each classifi.er uses a particular descriptor of an input pattern. The outputs of the

individual classifiers are then combined to derive a final decision.

To read a piece of text, we humans use many more sources of information than

just the image. Even a good feature extraction technique cannot distinguish between

very similar patterns. To deal with similar patterns of the character, it is wise to use

any contextual information. In this case, rather than trying to classify very similar

characters in different classes, the system can put them in the same class. In the

word recognition stage, however, a dictionary lookup system may be used to resolve

the possible problem of similar characters.

4.6 Conclusrons

In this chapter we studied two main problems of Persian and Arabic handwritten

characters: variation of handwriting and similarity between characters. After dis-

cussing the components of variation in handwriting style, a model was presented

to describe the various distortions by geometric transformations. \Me used a mixed

mode distortion model and then used it to study the effect of each deformation on

the individual characters.

If we consider that any sampie of a handwritten character is a distorted version of

a template, i.e., the corresponding printed character, then we can use the distortion

model as an inverse transformation or warping function from the handwritten sample

back towards the original template. This method represents the distortion charac-

teristics of any handwritten sample by a set of parameters. This set of parameters
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are related to the writing style used by the writer.

It was shown that various sources of distortions have different effects on individ-

ual characters. This implies that different normalization procedures are needed for

individual patterns. As shown in various examples, depending on the shape of the

characters, individual sources of distortions affect the pattern of the character with

a different range of parameters.

Distortion parameters of individual characters were estimated by a simple warp-

ing technique. By using this technique as a normalization process, the correlation

between the handwritten samples of Persian and Arabic characters and their cor-

responding templates, in this case printed samples, signiflcantly increased. Also, a

new concept called di,storti,on characterisúics, was introduced to represent the impact

of geometric transformations on real samples of handwritten characters.

The problem of pattern similarity was also presented in detail in this chapter.

Some characters may not look very similar in normal shapes, but they could become

similar when one or both of them are distorted. We use the distortion model to vi-

sualize this problem. Most of the missclassification is due to very similar characters.

F inally, the current techniques used to overcome the problem of handwriting

variation and similar patterns were reviewed. They included either standardization

of the raw data by normalization, or particularization of the problem by putting a

limit on the number of objects to be recognized. Using invariant feature extraction

techniques, which we will discuss in the next chapter, we can also increase the

performance of recognition systems. We also introduced the combination of multiple

classifiers as a possible solution to the problems of variability and similarity. Later

in a following chapter we will discuss this issue in more detail. However, we should

always keep in mind that for Persian and Arabic handwritten recognition, contextual

information is still of great importance.
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Chapter 5

Feature Extraction and Character

Recognition

5.1 Introduction

The primary goal of this dissertation is to study potential problems of off-line recog-

nition of Persian and Arabic handwritten characters. In the previous chapters, we

presented two of the characteristics of Persian and Arabic characters, namely vari-

ability and similarity. In this chapter we study the problems of recognition of Persian

and Arabic characters. Our main goal in this chapter is to use the same collected

handwritten samples with different systems and evaluate their performances.

In the first section, the processes of data collection and preprocessing are ex-

plained. A new thinning algorithm for binary images of the characters is proposed

in this section. In the following section, the feature extraction techniques used in

this study are reviewed. These techniques can be divided into two groups: the first

group includes feature extraction methods reported in the literature for Arabic or

Persian character recognition systems; the second group are feature extraction tech-

niques we proposed for either printed or handwritten character recognition, which

include the modified ring projection transformation (MRPT), foveated retina log-

polar mapping, and chain code histogram. The results of recognition systems for

Persian and Arabic characters are then presented in two parts. In the first part the
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performance of selected invariant feature extraction techniques are tested for printed

characters and in the second part the recognition performances of the studied fea-

ture extraction techniques are compared by using different classification schemes.

The recognition performances of single classifiers \¡/ere generally unsatisfactory for

handwritten characters. By rejecting ambiguous patterns, the recognition rate of

an individual classifier increases siightly, but the system reliability improves sig-

nificantly. \Me also performed an experiment on the recognition ability of human

experts of the preprocessed data. The results show that even human experts need to

use more evidence, including contextual information, to perform a good recognition.

This chapter is ended by some concluding remarks.

5.2 Data Acquisition

As we discussed in chapter 2, one of the problems in evaluating Persian and Arabic

character recognition systems is the lack of standard data sets. Therefore, it is

difficult to compare the results of the different systems implemented for Persian and

Arabic texts. To collect the necessary data for our study we designed three forms as

shown in appendix A. F'orms lvr/ere filled by a group of S4Iranian students from three

South Australian universities. The forms were then scanned and stored bv using a

digital scanner with a 300dpi resolution.

Preprocessing plays an important role in any pattern recognition system. Not

only does it affect the shape of the resulting digital patterns, but also the features to

be extracted afterwards. Two preprocessing steps may take place in a preprocessor:

smoothing and normalization. Smoothing usually consists of frlling or thinning a

pattern. Smoothing algorithms are mostly based on some technique which slides a

small window (e.g. 3 x 3) over the entire binary character matrix, and compares

the state (1 or 0 ) of the central element with its neighbores to decide whether

this state should be maintained or changed. In the processing of binary patterns,

skeletonization or thinning consists of iterative deletions of the ON pixels (black

pixels for binary images) along the edges of a pattern until the pattern is thinned

to a one pixel width boundary drawing. More details on thinning algorithms can be
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found in [85].

We developed a thinning algorithm for use in our recognition systems. In this

method, pixels which satisfy certain conditions are removed from the boundary of the

character body. The main objective of the method is that the thinned image must

not lose the structural information included in the original image. The boundary is

traversed clockwise, and pixel removal is continued until there are no more pixels

which can be deleted.

After frnding one black pixel, the direction of the boundary at this point is

calculated according to the codes shown in Fig. 5-1. In this figure, the darkest pixeis

are the ones under test for deletion, pixels marked as 'x' are "don't care" p)xeLs which

do not matter if they are black or white, and the gray ones are black neighboring

pixels. The black pixel under test will be removed if and only if there is another

black pixel on the boundary or inside the body of the character by which the same

direction can be represented, and its removal does not create a discontinuity. This is

done by a set of logical equations used as conditions. In any case, the deletion of a

pixel should not affect the curvature of the boundary. Figure 5-2 shows an example

of a Persian character thinned by the proposed algorithm.

-----{>-

--l-

Figure 5-1: Direction codes used for the thinning algorithm.

The normalization stage, if necessary, includes size normalization, shifting the

centroid of the character to the center of the matrix, removing gaps and isolated

pixels by morphological filters, and boundary smoothing. For boundary smoothing,
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(a) fåJ

Figure 5-2: Images of a) character " (isolated) AIN", and b) thinned with the pro-
posed algorithm.

a simple three point averaging operator was used. In this method, each point of the

boundar¡ p¿, is replaced with

P,¿
_ P¿-t i P¿ i P¿+t

tr)
(5.1)

where p¿-7 and p¿¡1 are the two neighboring points of p¿. In trq. 5.1, z is the index

of the point on the boundary.

5.3 Art of Feature Selection

Pattern recognition, and character recognition in particular, has been attempted

with many different systems and algorithms. Different recognition systems usually

differ in their feature extraction units. The greatest diffi.culty in handprint recog-

nition is the infinite number of possible shapes of characters generated by different

writers. Nevertheless, we humans can still recognize most of them, partly due to

experience and partly due to the existence of additional cues (features) to identify

handwritten characters.

Suen et al.[111] divided the feature extraction techniques for character recog-

nition into six feature families, which are derived from two main feature detection
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schemes: global analgs'is and structural analgs¿s. Global analysis includes the distri-

bution of points, transformation, and physical measurement feature farniiies. Mea-

suring the distribution of the pixels in the character image may include extracting

the positional information, density, distance of certain elements from predetermined

reference points, and crossings. Transformation features, on the other hand, may

be derived by converting the image matrix into a series of numbers, a vector, or a

spectrum. Structural analysis use the line representation of a character to derive

the features, which may include certain line segments, edges, or the outline of a

character.

In this section, we begin by briefly reviewing techniques for invariant pattern

recognition. \Me describe two feature extraction systems based on the moment in-

variants whose applications for Arabic character recognition have already been re-

ported in the literature ([S] and [35]). \Me then present two methods of invariant

feature extraction that we have proposed and used successfully for the recognition of

printed Persian and Arabic characters: the modified ring projection transformation

(MRPT) and the foveated retinal log-polar mapping. Another feature extraction

method, named Chai,n Code Hi,stogram, which is based on the boundary information

of the characters is proposed and introduced in this section.

5.3.1 Mornent Invariant Features

\Me humans have littte difficulty recognizing objects irrespective of their size, posi-

tion and orientation in the field of view. This means that \¡/e may use features of

objects, such as handwritten characters, which are invariant to these transforma-

tions. Extracting mathematical functions from an image that are invariant to size,

orientation, position, and affine transform would thus provide us with a technique for

recognizing objects using computers, as well as providing us with a possible model

for part of human vision [95].

There are two main approaches to forming feature invariants: one involves nor-

malization to a standard version of the image which is invariant to the transfor-

mations mentioned above; the other is flnding invariant functions of the image.
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Table 5.1: Various correlation and moment invariant functions of an

Invariance to image translation, rotation and changes of scale can be dealt with

either using image correlation or using image moments.

Some invariant features selected from the correlation and moment families a¡e

presented in Table 5.1. In this table, the symbols "T", "R", and "S" stand for

translation, rotation, and scale invariants, respectively. The image of the character

is represented either by f @,E) or by l6), where XT : lr El. The moment's order

varies for different applications; however, higher order moments are very sensitive to

noise and small changes in pixel position. gn(at, . . . , ax-1) is the kth order correlation

and af, : ld4 Pi) is a 2-D vector. poo represents the central moment of order (p + q).

From the moment based features, we selected two sets to be tested for handwrit-

ten character recognition; the applications of these two moment invariant sets for

printed Arabic character recognition have already been reported in the literature.

The first group of moment based features is the one used by Al-Yousefi and Udpa

in[8]. For each character, they proposed a feature vector, /, with 9 elements calcu-

Iated from the normalized moments of horizontal or vertical projection of the image

as follows:

o Measures of kurtosis[76], which represents the flatness of the distribution

rG):ffi
..HrQ): öfr

(5.2)

where pk represents the kth cenlral moments of the vector, and the superscripts

V and fl indicate vertical or horizontal projection.

T 9n(a1,...,at-t):.f_*: f 6)f 6 -ror) ... 16 -la¡,)dx
R gn(at,... ,ak r,r) : .fí l(r,Ðf ?,9 + a) .. .Í(r,0 + a¡-1)d0

7n(rnar,...,man_._): I:- f6)l@tx) ... l@o tX)Ç
Correlation

S

T t)oo: f_-: lÏ(* - ,)r(y - ùnf @,y) dr ds
R ,ro: .[Í .fl-,o*o*1ei@-q)0 f (r,0) dr d0
S

tnpq

tP*g +llTpq

Moments

lat



o Measures of skewness, which represent the asymmetry of the distribution

/(3) :
rØ):

pY
Q'i)t'u

p{
0,f )''u

lvL
lpi
ú_pf
ALpf

(5 3)

o Measures of normalized skewness and kurtosis which show the symmetry to

flatness of the distribution:

(5.4)

o R.atios of vertical and horizontal moments

tQ):
/(s) :
/(e) :

(5.5)

The next group of moment invariants we analyze in this study are those used

by El-Dabi et al. [35] for recognition of typed Arabic text. This group of moment

invariants was first introduced by Hu [59]. The first four of Hu's translation, scale

and rotation moment invariants are given by:

1þt:\zo]_\oz
tþz: (Tzo - nor)t + 4n?t

1þs: (\so - 3nr)' -t (3rtr, - nor)'

tþr: (Tso * rtrr)' -l (rtrr l noò'

(5 6)

where the r¡oo is defined in Table 5.1

5.3.2 Modified Ring Projection Tþansformation

In projections along straight lines, such as the horizontal or vertical line, the re-

sult of the projection varies with the orientation of the given pattern. The ring

projection transformation (RPT) method was frrst introduced in [114], and is one of
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several rotation invariant techniques that have been used in pattern recognition. Be-

fore we start describing our modified ring projection transformation method, some

definitions are in order [114].

Definition 1 The ring-ertracti,on panel i,s the triplet Õ : (", 0,6), where 0 e l},2trl,
r e I (I : {0,1,...)) and 6, the ri,ng ertracti,on functi,on, i,s a functi'on of r and 0,

i,.e. 6: P(r,0) where

Y¡,.¡lP(r,O) : P(r,0 + krn)) (5.7)

where rr¿ is the number of spokes. A graphical representation of the ring-extraction

panel is shown in Fig. 5-3. In this figure, there are n concentric circles and m spokes.

Each cross between a ring of radius r¿ and a spoke ,S¡ is called a sample point P(i, j).

,S2

s,

s*

S*-J

Figure 5-3: Ring extraction panel [114]

Deflnition 2 A ri,ng-projection uector V ertracted bg the ring-ertraction panel Q i,s

gi,uen by

V : [Vt Vz V^]' (5.s)

where n is the number of rings, and for discrete image patterns, I/,¿ is calculated as

,S.
t

rn

v,: Ittj-t

t-tt

i, i) (5.e)



where rn is the number of spokes.

Deffnition} A ring r¿ i,s called 0, zero ri,ng i,f Vu : 0, otherwise i,t i,s called a

non-zero ring.

The ring-projection vector is sensitive to the round-off errors caused by the dis-

crete nature of a binary pattern. In order to reduce the error caused by the shifb in

the centroid, Tang et al. used an accumulation operation [114]. Instead of using the

feature vector defined in Eq. (5.8), they used

V,:

Vt-fV,z*"'lV"
To increase the stability of the feature vectors due to small changes in the cen-

troid, we present the Modified RPT (MRPT) technique. In the modified version of

ring projection, rather than adding the values of pixels at the sample points (Eq.

5.9), we calculate the area of black pixels in each ring. A pixel is assumed to have

a square shape; therefore, only a fraction of it belongs to a ring with radius r¿ ,l,he

remainder of the pixel belongs to the ring with radius r¿11 (see Fig. 5-a).

ring rlf
ring T

image pixel

\

Figure 5-4: Rectangular black pixel which is located between two consecutive rings.

Vt
VrIVz

Vt -l Vz -f Vs (5.10)
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\Mhile the MRPT method is rotation invariant, it is neither scale nor translation

invariant. The problem of translation can be solved by moving the character to a

reference point in the matrix. The centroid of the character or the centre of gravity

is the best candidate for a reference point to be moved to the centre of the matrix.

The coordinates of the centroid of a pattern are grven by

(r",a") : (
Tf¿tO TfIOt

(5.11)
ITLtO ITtOO

where rnpq represents the moments of the pattern of order p + q. In order to have

a size-independent feature extraction technique, the size of the character should be

normalized prior to the ring-projection operation.

5.3.3 Foveated Retina

The first studies carried out by \Mhitteridge and Daniel [125] on visual systems

pointed out that the retinal topologr can be optimally described in terms of. p Qa-

dius) and d (orientation). Research on the biological visual system and the anatomy

of the eye has revealed that the photoreceptors are not uniformly distributed over

the entire retina. The density of the receptors peaks in the centre of the visual field

and decreases towards the peripherg. The small central area, which is called the

fouea, can resolve line widths at least equal to the inter-receptor spacing. To have

this high resolution, an area of constant density spaced receptors is required. Out-

side the fovea, in the region known as the periphery, the density of photoreceptors

decreases as a function of the radial distance from the center of the retina [107] (see

t rg. b-b).

Based on psychophysical experiments, researchers have characterized the image

transformation performed by the visual pathway in mathematical terms. Studies

mainly by SchwarfzlL)2], yielded the well known analytical formulation of mapping

that occurs between the retina (p,0) and the visual cortex (n,l). (p,d) represent

the polar coordinates of a point in the image and (q,7) represent the corresponding

point in the transformed space. This nonlinear image transformation is known as

log-polar or foueated mapping.

)
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Pcriphery Fovea

Figure 5-5: Distribution of the photo receptors in a foveated retina.

1:InL , n:q0 (b.12)
Po

where p0 corresponds to the radius of the innermost circle of the log-polar layout; p

and 0 are given by

p n2+y2 and 0:arctan(El") (5.13)

For a discrete image

,P¿'l¿ : Inl
Po

rl¿ : q0¡

iel7,..
jel\,...,

, N"¿r"]

Nons) (5.14)

pn is obtained on the basis of the dimensions of the smallest receptive field and the

desired number of cells Nonn for each circlei N.¿," is the number of cells for each

radius. (1/q) is the minimum angular resolution and is calculated as
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12r
Q Nons

(5.15)

Lemma In a foueated mappi,ng, an object keeps i,ts percei,ued shape regardless of

rotat'ion or scal;ing.

Proof. If we represent a point (z) in the image by its polar coordinate" (p,0), then

after mapping the retinal plane by the log-polar transformation the corresponding

transformed point (tl) will have coordinates (7,4) where

ry:InL,PO

n:q0
If one scales the object by a scale factor k, and rotates the object by an angle

g,then a point of the image (z) will be transformed to a new point (z') with new

coordinates (p' ,0') as

p' :kp
(5.17)

0':0lg
the log-polar transformed image is

| :r:n(#): t"(#)
: l'(å) + h(r) :1 t Ct

(5.16)

(5.18)

T':q0':q(0+W)
:q0-fgg:n*Cz

This means that every change in scale or orientation of the original image is

represented by a shift in log-polar coordinates.

In our proposed system, first the character is thinned and centered by moving its

centroid to the center of the matrix. The image is then mapped into the logarithmic

space according to the following transformation,
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1o : 70In po i e 17,.. .,N"¿,"]

(5.1e)

T¡:ro0¡ i e17,...,No,,nl

where po: \, and a coefficient 10 is used for scaling of both axes. For a black pixel

in the original image, we frrst calculate 0t,02, pr, and p, (Fig. 5-6). The area in

the region between 01 and 02, ald p, and p, is then transformed into the log-polar

transformation according to Eq. (5.19); that is, any black pixel in the original image

is transformed to a rectanguLar area (lo,To) (see Fig. 5-6) defined by:

7¡ 1I}In p2

(5.20)

< 7002

This will decrease the effects of the discrete nature of the character matrix. In

our approach, we have used a 2 x 2 fovea at the center of the matrix.

Y rl

I

pr 02

o rll
x 1

ït T?

Figure 5-6: Proposed log-polar mapping of the character image

Fig. 5-7 shows three rotated and scaled versions of the character "(isolated) AIN"

and their corresponding images in the logarithmic space. As shown in this figure,

scaling and rotation are converted to a shift of the mapped image in the log-polar

space.

I
t

t
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x1 x 0.8 x 0.6

t{¡
rl

Figure 5-7: Three rotated and scaled versions of the character " (isolated) AIN" and
their corresponding log-polar images.

If the image in the logarithmic space is projected onto the 4 axis, the resulting

featuré will be scale invariant, and if it is projected onto the 7 axis, the feature

vector will be rotation invariant. If the original pattern is normalized against scale

change, then projection of the corresponding transformed image onto the 7 axis will

be both scale and rotation invariant.

Another possible way to get both scale and rotation invariant features is to

project the image in the logarithmic space onto one axis, then, to resolve the shift

on the other axis, and move the resulting features to a reference point. In the

proposed system, since the image of the characters are normalized to a standard size

prior to feature extraction, we only use the projection onto the 7 axis as the feature

vector.

5,3,4 Chain-Code Histogram

As a structural feature extraction technique, this method uses the information about

the boundary of the character. The idea is very similar to the Freeman chain coding

of boundary la2l. Depending on the status of its neighboring pixels, each black pixel

in the image may have a code representing one of the 8 Freeman direction codes (see

flrl
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F ig. 5-8a).
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4 2

5

a6
7

(a) (b)

Figure 5-8: a) Freeman codes used in the proposed system b) quadrants of the
character matrix.

After thinning the character, depending on the state of the neighboring pixels a

code is assigned to each black pixel of the image. After this process, alJ. the black

pixels ("ON" pixels) of the image are replaced by their corresponding chain codes.

Fig. 5-9 shows an example of the chain code histogram for the character "(isolated)

ALEF". The structure of the character is well represented by this feature vector, as

in this figure the character is mainly built by straight vertical line segments, i.e.,

chain codes 3 and 7 in Fig. 5-8a.
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ê
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2 4 5 6

vcctor
(a) (b)

Figure 5-9: (a) Thinned image of character " (isolated) ALEF", and (b) normalized
chain code histogram for the character without dividing into quadrants.

In the proposed system, the character matrix is divided into four quadrants as

, 1

3 4
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shown in Fig. 5-8b. For each quadrant, a histogram of the pixel codes is used as

a feature vector; i.e., the feature vector of each quadrant has a length of 8, each

element representing the total number of each code in the quadrant. The frnal 32

element feature vector is a concatenation of four vectors of the regions I lo 4 of the

image.

5.4 Experiments on Single Classifier Systems

In this section. we present the results of the proposed recognition systems on Persian

and Arabic characters. Our aim is to evaluate the performances of the different

features in a single classifier scheme. First, the different classifier types we used in

our study are reviewed, then the results of the classification for both the printed and

handwritten characters by the individual classifier systems are discussed.

6.4,L Classifier Design

In this section we review the different classification techniques we used for our study.

Each individual classifier is represented by a bank of discriminant functions, one for

each class. An unknown input pattern is then assigned the class associated with the

discriminant function of highest value.

Euclidean Minimum Distance classiffer (EMD): This is one of the simplest

classifiers. Its discriminant function is of the form

Do(r): -d2(r,p¿) (5.21)

where ¡1, is the mean feature vector, or centroid, of the ith class. and r is the input

feature vector to the classifier. d'(r,l"o) represents the Euclidean distance between

the input feature n and p,o. A feature vector ø is assigned the class i if D¿(r) has

the highest value of discrimination among ail the classes.

Quadratic Minimum Distance classifier (QMD): In this classifier the training

set is used to produce sample covariance matrices (,S,) "n¿ to estimate the mean
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feature vector (¡-ao). The discriminant function is then defined as:

Do(r) : -(r - p)' Sot @ - tto) (5.22)

F'or a discriminant function to exist, the inverse of the covariance matrix must exist.

This implies that the rank of the covariance matrix should not be less than n, where

r¿ is the dimensionality of the feature vectors.

K- Nearest Neighbor classiffer (I{NN): For k : I, the class of the unknown

input in this classifier is simply the class of the nearest training sample. The dis-

criminant function lor k, :1 is defined as:

D¿(r): - a'1", r\n)) (5.23)mlnr<j<M¿

where M¿ is the number of training samples for the 'ith class, urra *f;) is the jth
training sample of class 'd. For k ) 1, the class of an unknown pattern is assigned

by voting on the classes of the k closest prototypes.

Multi-Layer Perceptron classiffer (MLP): In this classifier, which is also known

as feed-forward neural network, the training set is used for adjusting the weights of

the inputs of each neuron. This process is known as learning and there are many

different learning rules for this type of neurai network. Backpropagation is the most

commonly used learning rule [97]. For a one hidden layer MLP the discriminant

functions can be define as:

t): -r ("',* ,i,*',, t (n',. Ë 
wr¡*"-)) (5'24)

where /(z) is the transfer function of the neurons, Wk¿¡ is the connection weight

between the ith node of kth layer and the jth neuron of (k - 1)th layer, and Bk¿ is

the bias weight of the 'ith neuron of kth layer. l/r is the number of neurons in the

kth layer. The paramelersWk¿¡, and Bk¿ are adjusted by the training procedure.

Probabilistic Neural Network classifier (PNN): In this classifier, which was

proposed by Specht [106], each training sample is considered as a center of a kernel
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function which has a maximum at the sample point and reduces gradually as one

moves away from the sample point in the feature space. For each unknown input

pattern r and for each class i, the sum of the values of the class kernels at ø is com-

puted. There are a number of possible kernel functions, however, radially symmetric

Gaussian is the most commonly used kernel function. The resulting discriminant

function for a probabilistic neural network classifier is:

(5.25)

where o is a scalar called "smooth'ing parameter", which is usually optimized by trial

and error. azç","f)) represents the truclidean distance between the input feature

vector z and feature vector of the jth training sample of class t 1"1).
Before testing the above mentioned feature extraction techniques for handwritten

samples of Persian and Arabic characters, we test some of them for printed char-

acters. \Me want to demonstrate that despite the fact that there a e many feature

extraction techniques proposed for printed Persian and Arabic characters, which

performed successfully in recognizing machine printed documents, these techniques

have very poor performance for handwritten characters.

6,4.2 Results on Printed Characters

Here we test the performance of the two invariant feature extraction techniques we

proposed for the recognition of printed Persian and Arabic characters. The first

method, the MRPT technique is tested for invariance against rotation distortion,

and the second, the retinal log-polar transformation technique, is tested for both

scale and rotation invariance.

Modiffed Ring Projection TYansformation

F'or a set of patterns consisting of 58 different isolated Persian and Arabic printed

characters, we use MRPT as the feature extraction technique. The characters, which

are presented in 48 x 48 binary matrices, are first normalized; i.e., their centroids

Do(*): 
,_i_"", 

(-# a,ç,,,f¡)
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Table 5.2: Recognition rates of MRPT method for roatetd printed Persian charac-
ters.

Test range
Thaining range -l-0",10'l [-]_5',15"] [-30",30'l [0",360"
-L , 1 e6% e4% 8e% 87%

-15', 1-5'l e6% 947 e0% 8e%

[-30",30"] e5% e4% 97% e0%
0",360"1 e5% e3% e2% 97%

are transferred to the center of the matrix and then their sizes are normalized to a

standard size. \Me used a multilayer Perceptron with one hidden layer as a classifier.

This classifier was then trained by the feature vectors obtained from 10 rotated

samples of each character, and 100 randomly rotated versions of each character as

test patterns. The results of this experiment is shown in Table 5.2. This table shows

the recognition rate for different ranges of rotation for both training and testing sets.

Most misclassiflcation errors are caused by similar characters. For example the

character "(beginning) MtrtrM" has the same shape as the character "(end) HA"

when it is rotated.

Foveated Retina

The foveated mapping feature extraction was tested by samples of 10 selected printed

Persian and Arabic characters. The characters were selected so as to include dif-

ferent shapes. Each character and its scaled versions (0.5,0.75 scale factors) were

randomly rotated to create 100 samples for each scale. Thus, for each character 300

samples with different rotations and scales were created. After log-polar mapping,

the resulting image in the logarithmic space was projected onto the 7 axis. 'Io create

scale invariant features, the centroids of the resulting vectors were circularly shifted

to the middle of the feature vector. The feature vectors of 100 samples (10 for each

character) were used for training of a MLP, and the remaining samples were used

as a test set. The network consisted of (40, 10,10) nodes in the input, hidden, and

output layers, respectively. A correct classification rate of 97% was achieved for the

test set.
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Table 5.3: tion rates of different for handwritten characters.

5.4.3 Results of Tests on I{andwritten Characters

Now we present the performances of different systems for the recognition of hand-

written Persian and Arabic characters. For all the following systems we used the

same training and test sets. We divided the entire samples into two groups: trai,ning

set, which consists of samples of selected handwritten characters of 25 persons, and

the test seú, which consists of the samples of the remaining 27 persons.

Recognition'Without Rejection

Table 5.3 shows the results of different recognition systems we used for handwritten

characters. Features for the systems are extracted from V&H projection moments

(PM), V&H projection (PR), modified ring projection transformation (RT), nor-

malized moments (NM), shadow features (SF), moment invariants (MI), chain

code histogram (CC), log-polar mapping (LP), and line crossings (LC), respec-

tively. This table shows in boldface the best results achieved for each individual

system. The number in parenthesis for the KNN classifi.ers shows the value for lc.

Because for some systems, the inverse of the covariance matrix does not exist the

QMD classifier is not applicable (shown by "NA" in Table 5.3).

Observations:

o The features which have a good recognition results on printed characters, may

not necessarily have the same performances on handwritten patterns.

89

Classiffer
EMD QMD KNN(1) KNN(3) KNN(5) PNNSys. Id.

37% 337PM 22% 60Y 34% 34%
75% 73% 76% 6e%PR 73% NA

50%RT 48% NA 48% 48% 53%
30% 37% 34%NM 27% 63y 35%

NA 7e% 78% 80% 83%SF 79To

MI 3e% 52% 46% 46% 48% 46%
627 62% 5e%CC 63% NA 5e%

NA 40% 47% 42Yo 40%LP 43%
807 80% 7e%LC 78% NA 7e%



o Those features based on the pixel distribution, e.g. MRPT, proved to be

Iess effective than the features based on the structure of the patterns, e.g.

line crossings. The reason is that the former features are not invariant to

deformation of the patterns.

o Rotation and scale invariances of features, e.g. retina model, could not help to

overcome the other sources of pattern deformation. This means that the other

sources of variations are more prominent than rotation or scale.

o Almost all moment based features have a poor performance. The reason rs

that moments, especially higher order moments, are very sensitive to pixel

distribution.

o Topological features, e.g. shadow features, resulted in a higher recognition

accuracy than moments and projection based features.

o F'eatures built by dividing the image into quadrants and combining the indi-

vidual features of the quadrants show better results than features derived from

the whole character image; however, they will increase the computation time,

and hence the complexity of the recognition system.

o Most of time, the preprocessed patterns, e.g. by thinning, show a better per-

formance than the raw image.

o Different classifiers show different performances on individual features; for FùT

and LP systems which showed good performances on the printed characters,

perform relatively poor on handwritten character recognition.

o Although it was claimed that some of the techniques reported in the literature

achieved high recognition rates, they performed poorly on the handwritten

data set we collected. This could be due to many factors such as environments,

constraints, and fine tuning of the system which are not generally described

in the published works. Here we tried not to impose any constraints on the

writers.
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Rejection of Patterns

The resuits in Table 5.3 present the recognition rates of systems without any rejec-

tion. In real-world, however, not all the samples axe acceptable and there should be

a mechanism for rejecting them. By rejecting ambiguous patterns the reliability of

the system increases. The reliability is defined as

Reti,abi,ti,fit- 1- -P (5.26)t-L rco%-R
where -R is the rejection rate, and E is the error rate of the classifier.

There are many approaches to rejection including the two following methods

[105]:

1. Acceptance on Cleanness of Output: Let g¡, be the label corresponding

to the maximum output of the classifier, i."., Ur : rnax,¿(Ai). The label 3r¡ is

accepted iff

{y* > clean-top} A {min{lar - a"l} < clean-bottom Vi + k} (5.27)

where clean-top and clean-bottom are two threshold values which are set to

force the output to have a form of a clean target class.

2. Rejection on Dirtiness of Output: the label E¡ with maximum output is

rejected if
y¡ < d'irty-bottom (5.28)

where di,rtE-bottom is a threshold representing the dirtiness of the output

The above mentioned methods are not always practically applicable, and their

efficiencies depend on the output levels of the classifiers. For example a QMD

classifier may produce an output vector in which the labels have very close output

values. The threshold values are usually determined by trial and error to get the

best reliability for the system.

As we discussed earlier in this thesis, one of the most important problems of

Persian and Arabic handwritten character recognition is the similarity between pat-
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System Thr Recognition Rejection Reliability Reliatrility
(No Rejection)

PM 0.002 56% 38% 0.29 0.50
PR 0.05 80% rc% 0.78 0.76
RT 0.01 60% 20To 0.5 0.53
NM 0.005 68% 28% 0.56 0.63
SF 0.25 88% 17% 0.87 0.83
MI 0.001 58% 297 0.41 0.52
CC 0.03 72% 30% 0.6 0.63
LP 0.02 57% 34% 0.35 0.43
LC 0.3 88% 2t% 0.85 0.80

Table 5.4: Recognition Rate of the proposed systems afber rejection of ambiguous
tterns

terns. This implies that for similar patterns the outputs are very close. Because we

use different types of classifiers, and for similar patterns they may produce small

outputs, we reject a pattern based only on the closeness of the two top outputs of

the classifier. This means that from Eq. 5.27 we a,re only using the second condition.

A pattern is rejected if

nìn lA o - y ¿l < closene s s -thr e shold (5.2e)

where the closeness-threshold is determined for each classifier by trial and error

to give the best recognition rate with the least rejection rate. The above equation

shows if the two top outputs are closer than a threshold, then the classifier may

confuse between two class labels. The rejection criterion in Eq. (5.29) can also be

combined with other rejection criteria like the one in Eq. (5.28).

Tabie 5.4 shows the experimental results for recognition and rejection rates and

the reliability of different systems. The classifier systems in this table are the best

ones from Table 5.3, based on their recognition rates. The recognition rates in the

third column of the table show the rate of correct classification on the patterns which

are not rejected. Because different classification systems have different output levels,

the closeness threshold is different.

Observations:
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o As shown in the table, in most of the cases a small threshoid is needed to reject

a large percentage of the patterns. This means that before applying the re-

jection mechanism, similar patterns could easily be confused by the classifiers,

and a large portion of misclassifications may be caused by similar patterns.

o Although the recognition rates are improved, but in some systems, the reliabil-

ity after rejection is less than the reliability without rejection. These systems

have high rejection rates; hence, according to trq. 5.26 high rejection rates will

reduce the reliability.

. By rejecting ambiguous patterns, the total recognition rate of all the systems

have increased.

o Comparing with the last column, which represents the reliability of the systems

without rejection, the reliability of some systems are improved. Those systems

with low recognition rate obviously have a lower reliability. F'or a system

without rejection, the reliability is the same as recognition rate (i.e. rB:0 in
trq. 5.26).

¡ Without rejection, some of the rejected patterns might be correctly recognized

by the classifiers but due to high rate of the closeness between the correct an-

swer and the next close output, it may be considered as a random selection. In

other words, the classifier does not have a high rate of discrimination between

similar patterns and it may distinguish the correct answer by chance.

o Reliability can be used in applications where misclassifications are particularly

injurious. For example, cheque reader systems should be very close to t00%

reliable. Reliability can also be used as an evaluation measure for selecting the

potential candidates for combining multiple classifi.ers.

6.4,4 Most Confusing Characters

Depending on the feature extraction technique, each classifier may confuse two or

more character classes. For example, for a rotation invariant feature extraction
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method, it is most likely that patterns which are similar when rotated would be

confused by the classifier.

In this section, we present pairs of confused characters for the proposed systems.

These similar characters cause most of the errors of the recognition systems. Some

of the confusions are obviously caused by similar shapes while some others are due

to the preprocessing and normalization processes. Handwritten samples of some of

the confused characters are shown in Fig. 5-10. The first two pairs of characters

that are confused alrnost by all the systems are "HEH" and ((AIN", and "SEEN"

and "SAD". The character "SEEN' may also be confused with character "Y4".

There are groups of characters which are not very similar, however, preprocessing

and normalization make them more similar. For example, characters "YA" and

"(isolated) KAtr"' are not very similar, but when size normalized they become more

similar. The same problem happens for characters "LAM" and "NOON".

HEEilEHEi
HEtrtrtrE

(a)

(b)

(cl

(d)

EUqflEE
EdEEtr44
dHtrqEg-

(el

Figure 5-10: Handwritten samples of confused characters: a) "HEH" b) "AIN"
c)"SEEN" d) "SAD" e) "Y4".
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ReliabilitySubject No. Correctly classiffed Rejected
0.801 81% 3%

86% ,ll7¿/o 0.862
0.813 s7% 7%

s2% 70% 0.804
80% 6% 0.79õ

5% 0.806 sr%
e% 0.747 76y

78% 26% 0.708
7.8% o.79Average 80.6%

Table 5.5 tion results of human ex erts on the data set

5.5 Character Recognition By Human Experts

As we mentioned before, no standard data set exists for referencing and comparing

different systems developed for Persian or Arabic characters. It is not even an

easy task to evaluate the quality of the data. To evaluate our results for character

recognition, we test the performances of human experts on the collected samples.

Another reason for running this test is to show that even human expert readers, who

use contextual information to increase the correct recognition rate, have problems

recognizing characters without using much contextual information.

We presented a set of 400 randomly selected isolated Persian and Arabic char-

acters to a group of Persian and Arabic speaking people. A sample form which was

specially designed for this study is shown in Appendix A. All the patterns were se-

lected after the preprocessing stage, e.g., thinning. Table 5.5 shows the recognition

and rejection rates for 8 different subjects. The second column shows the correct

recognition rate on the patterns which are accepted by the subjects.

Observations:

o Compared to the machine recognition results, human experts achieve a higher

reliability with less rejection rates.

o The machine recognition system and human experts have similar confusron

patterns. F'or example, samples of the characters "SEEN'' and "SAD" or

characters "HEH" and "AIN" are also confused by human experts (see F ig.
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5-10).

o As the results show, without using contextual information even human experts

have problems in recognizing unconstrained handwritten characters.

¡ The last two subjects were Arabic speakers and had problem with Persian

characters like "(isolated) GAF", resulting in a lower recognition rate than the

other subjects.

5.6 Conclusrons

In this chapter we studied different methods for extracting features from both printed

and handwritten samples of Persian and Arabic characters. The process of data col-

lection and preprocessing was discussed, and a new technique for thinning characters

was introduced. \Me then discussed the feature extraction techniques we used for

our study. These techniques include both the feature extraction methods that were

reported in the literatures, for Arabic or Persian character recognition systems, and

those techniques we proposed ourselves. The new techniques included modified ring

projection transformation (MRPT), the foveated retinal log-polar mapping, and the

chain code histogram.

The performances of different classification systems have also been evaluated for

both the recognition of the printed and handwritten samples. The results showed

that features have different performances for printed and handwritten samples, and

a good recognition rate on printed characters may not necessarily result in a good

performance on handwritten samples. The reason, as we discussed in a previous

chapter, is the high variation in the patterns of handwritten characters. Features

based on pixel distribution proved to be less successful than features based on the

structure of the characters.

In chapter 4, we discussed different sources of deformation that may happen to

the handwritten samples of a character. Rotational and scaling distortions were

part of the distortion model; however, experimental results showed that using only

rotation and scale invariant features is not enough to resolve the variation problem
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of handwritten patterns. This implies that the other sources of deformation have

more impact on the patterns than the rotational or scaling distortions.

\Me also studied different classification techniques. Different classifi.ers showed

different performances on the individual features, however, even the best recognition

rate of a single-classifier system is far from the results obtained for the printed

characters. By choosing a good training set the recognition rates can be significantly

improved for any classification system.

Some of the techniques reported in literature performed poorly on the handwrit-

ten data set we collected. This could be due to many parameters including writing

constraints; here we tried not to impose any constraints on the writers'

Furthermore, \ry'e introduced a rejection criterion based on the closeness of the

highest two outputs of a classifier. This is a measure of pattern similarity, which is

a main problem in Persian and Arabic characters. By adding the rejection mech-

anism, the reliability of the classifiers increased; however, in many systems a large

number of input patterns were rejected. Reliability can be used in applications where

misclassifications have a very high cost,, e.g. cheque reader systems'

\Me also derived a test on the recognition performances of human experts on

the collected and preprocessed data. Human experts showed a high reliability. The

interesting result is that the machine recognition systems made almost the same

mistakes as human experts; they all showed a poor performance in distinguishing

between similar patterns. In concLusion, we need more evidences, including contex-

tual information, to achieve a good recognition rate.
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Chapter 6

Multiple Classifiers Combiners

6.1 Introduction

Despite the success of handwritten character recognition in constrained domains,

the problems in the application areas that involve recognition of distorted, and un-

constrained data still remain unsolved. A range of recognition systems with high

recognition rates have been reported; however, as we showed in the previous chapter,

when dealing with a wide range of variations in handwriting styles, almost none of

these systems could achieve a satisfactory performance. Due to inadequate training

data, noise, and high variability in the data, most of the single classification strate-

gies often perform significantly below the Bayesian error limits. There is a new

trend in classification, namely the combi,nati,on of multi,ple Erperts,, to improve the

performance of handwritten recognition systems; see for example [63, 120, 92]. It is
shown that even humans combine the independent features encoded in parallel with

a special attentional mechanism to recognize patterns [121]. As a multiple classifier

system allows for the simultaneoLls use of different feature descriptors and different

decision boundaries of the classifiers, it is often the preferred solution to complex

pattern recognition problems.

In this chapter, we study the application of multiple classifier combination sys-

tems for Persian and Arabic handwritten isolated characters. After a brief discussion

of the history and background theory of combining multiple classifi.cation systems,
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three methods of combining multiple classifiers that we use for our study are de-

scribed. The frrst combiner is the commonly used weighted voting method. \Me use

the recognition rates of individual classifiers for each class on its training samples as

the respective weight. This increases the probability of correct decision made by the

multiple expert system. The second system is a linear committee combiner in which

each individual classifier outputs a value for each class. A weighted sum of the clas-

sifier outputs is then formed using the same weight factors for the voting system. A

third system, which we call multi-label classi,fier comb'iner, will be introduced. This

system works by combining the ranked classifier outputs. For all three systems,

we introduced a method for rejecting confusing input patterns. For each combined

system we show by experiments that the combination of multiple classifiers always

has a higher recognition rate than a single classifier. The chapter is then completed

by some concluding remarks.

6.2 Background

In the field of handwritten character recognition, there has been an increasing inter-

est in using combined classifiers to increase the performance [61, 113]. The combina-

tion of classifiers allows for the simultaneous use of feature descriptors of many types,

corresponding measures of similarity, and many possible classification procedures.

Combining multiple classifiers is based on the idea that different methodologies of

classification can complement each other. One of the potential pitfalis of using a

combination of multipie classifiers is the higher computational cost. However, by us-

ing parallel computing and processing techniques, this problem can be significantly

reduced.

Finding the best classifier and the optimal selection of features for classification

is not always possible beforehand. Concatenating different feature descriptors into

a single vector is undesirable for many reasons, including:

o designing an accurate classifier for features with higher dimensions is more

complex than for smaller vector sizes.
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o larger size of the input vector compiicates the training phase and parameter

selection.

o by mixing qualitatively different features, the relative importance of the most

discriminant features may change in the resulting combined feature vector.

Using a committee of decision makers is an old idea which was discussed as early

as 1960's [89]. Theoretical analysis of the systems that use majority votes of n

(odd integer) independent decision makers on a tweclass classification problem was

discussed by Srihari [109]. He showed that the recognition rate of the combined

system increases monotonically with nfor p ) 0.5, and decreases monotonically for

p < 0.5, where p is the recognition rate of the individual classifiers. Majority vote

rule also was used by Azurov et al. [17] in a tweclass decision problem.

The applications of combined classifiers for recognition of handwritten charac-

ters and numerals is significantly increasing. Kimura and Shridhar [70] described

a combination of a statistical algorithm and a structural method for handwritten

numeral recognition. The focus of their work was to reduce the error rate by reject-

ing the cases for which both methods disagree. Suen et. al. [113] proposed using

multiple experts for the recognition of handwritten characters. A method of com-

bining multiple experts for handwritten numeral recognition was also discussed by

Huang and Suen [61]. Several decision combination methods based on ranking was

outlined by Ho [SA]. Stre proposed a theory of multiple classifier system, which uses

the ranking of the class set to represent the decision made by an individual classifier.

The method was then tested for visual word recognition with the combined method

giving a significant increase in the recognition rate. Powalka et al. [93] also used a

combination of multiple classifiers for handwritten word recognition. Combination

of multiple classifiers has been used by Franke and Oberlander [a1] to detect the

writing style in a form reader system.
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6.2.L Cornbination Methods

As shown in Fig. 6-1, a multiple classifier system consists of a set of feature extractors

and classifiers and a decision combination function

Z:Í(ct,c2,...,cn) (6.1)

where Z is a vector of length I (number of classes) , c1 Io cn are the outputs of r¿

individual classifiers, and / is the combination function.

If each individual classifier is considered as a black box that receives input r and

outputs a label C("), then dependingon the classifier fypeC(r) may be in one of

the foliowing three levels [128]:

1. The abstract level: the classifier only outputs a unique label, \.e., C(r) : i,

where i represents the class to which the input pattern belongs.

2. The rank level: the classifier outputs a queue in which all the class labels

are assigned a rank. The label at the top of the queue is the first choice.

3. The measurement level: the classifier attributes to each class a measure-

ment value. This value represents the degree to which the input ø belongs to

each class.

Moving from the abstract level to the measurement level, the amount of information

at the output of the classifier increases; the output of a measurement level classifier

contains the highest information. An abstract level classifier can be easily built using

any two other types of classifiers; for example, the class which has the maximum

measurement value in a measurement level classifrer can also be output as a unique

output label.

Depending on the type of the individual feature extraction unit and its cor-

responding classifier, a combination decision unit can be selected from one of the

following methods:

o Committee-like expert combination (voting)
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o Conditional mixture of experts

o Stacked generalization.

o Boosting.

ft cI

InputPattcm

Figure 6-1: Btock diagram of a typical system for combination of multiple classifiers.

Committeelike Combiners

In a committee-tike classifier combiner [55], outputs of the individual classifiers are

unconditionally combined. The output is a linear, weighted sum of the output of

the individual classifiers. This is the simplest way of combining multiple classifiers

with the output of the combined system expressed as

(6.2)
i:t

where to¿ is a weighting factor for the output of the ith classifier.

Conditional Mixture of Experts

In a conditional mixture of experts a gating scheme is used (Fig. 6-2). The gating

network places a weight g¿ on the output of each subsystem.
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Z : f þt,c2,..' ,cn,X) :T go 
"oi.:t

where g¿ : G(X) is calculated by a measure of the input pattern X. The gating

measure is calculated by detecting certain features from the input pattern.

(6.3)

f, cl

Input Pattern

Et

F'igure 6-2: Block diagram of a typical conditional mixture of experts system.

Stacked Generalization

In stacked generalization, which !ñ/as proposed by \Molpert ll27l, outputs of individual

experts are treated as ne\M features. As shown in Fig. 6-3, the combiner unit is a

classifier itself and performs a pattern classification on these new features which

are called level two features. The combiner classifier is trained to learn the correct

output class using level two features from individual classes.

Boosting

Drucker et al. [34] introduced the boosting technique for constructing a classifier

which makes small error rates from classifiers which are doing just slightly better

than 50 percent recognition. The training process in this type of combiner is serial

and after training the first classifier, the second one is trained with the data on which

the first one failed, and the third one is trained with the data on which the first two

z
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hput Pattern

Featurts (level two)

Features flevel onr)

Figure 6-3: Biock diagram of a typical stacked generalization combiner system

classifiers disagree. This ensures that the classifiers complement each other. As

shown in trig. 6-4, the third classifier is consulted only when the first two classifiers

disagree. As different training sets are used, the boosting method requires large

training sets and it is more computationally expensive than the other previous three

methods. In this combiner the final output r is defined as:

ë!

n

z

T:
Cy

C3

7f. c1: ¿,

otherwise
(6 4)

6.3 Proposed Systems

Depending on the level of the outputs of the subsystems, there are different methods

of combining the outputs. In this thesis, we study three different types of classifier

combiner systems: Weighted Voti,ng Comb'iner (WVC), Li,near Comm'ittee Combi,ner

(LCC), and the Multi-labet Classi,f,er Combi,ner (MCC). In the first system, each

classifier outputs a unique label as the output. The output label of each classifier

is considered as a vote for the corresponding label. The votes are then linearly

combined by weights which are calculated from a priori information obtained from

the training set. In the second system (LCC), the classifiers present their outputs at

the measurement level, which are then combined using the same technique as M|VC.

In the third method (MCC), each classifier outputs a queue in which the labels are

f2

c
fn

a
a
a
a
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r= C¡= C2 r=ca

Yês No

(6.5)
otherwise.

where Co(") is the output vector of the zth classifier. A simple and common com-

bining rule used is majority voting. For an equal voting weight, the voting function

is defined as 
rr

vr("):Ðr! (6.6)
i-1

x

Figure 6-4: Block diagram of a combiner based on the boosting method (from [9])

ordered according to their ranks. The rank level outputs are then combined in a

decision making unit.

6.3.1 Weighted Voting Combiner

If the kth output of the ith classifier is denoted by c! , lhen for an abstract level we

have

if arg(max(Cr("))) : k
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where n is number of classifiers to be combined. For a majority rule voting combiner,

the output class label of the combined system is given

Output C lass : arg(m.ax(Y* (") ) ) (6.7)

Each classifier has a different recognition rate for different classes. This implies

that using equal weights for each class, when voting, may produce suboptimal results.

In other words, to achieve a better performance with the voting combiner, different

weights should be assigned to the votes of the individual classifiers.

v*(r):Ð.!r!
n

i:I

n

i:7

(6 8)

where u! is the weight of the ith classifi.er for class k. In our system, we use the

recognition rates r! of the individual classifiers for each class as the weight w!. fne
voting function is then defined as

vo(r):Ðrlrf (6 e)

where rf is the recognition rate of the øth classifier for the kth class on the training

set. In other words, recognition rates of the individual classifiers a,re used as a pri,ori

knowledge of the classifiers as experts. This ensures that each classifier has greater

voting po\ ¡er for the classes in which it has a better recognition rate.

Class Recognition Rates \Me now present recognition rates of different systems

for each class. As discussed earlier, we need this for our weighted voting combiner.

Table 6.1 shows the class recognition rates of different classification systems on their

test sets. In this table, PM to LC are single classifier systems studied in the previous

chapter. To calculate the necessary weights, however, we use the training set.

Observations

o Even for a good classification system like SF, there are classes in which the

recognition rate is not satisfactory. The reason is that there are confusions
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Table 6.1: Inter-class ion rates of the on their test sets.
Proposed Systems

Char. PM PR RT NM SF MI CC LP LC
ALtrF e7% 700% 90 69 83% 48% 6e% 43% 76%
BA 90% 97% 69Yo 66% 9jYo 66% 28% 62% e3%
HEH 72Y 97% 55% 4t% 76% 45% 457 72% e3%
DAL 387o 7e% 62% e0% 76% 6e% 83% 7e% e3%
RA 14% 83% 52% 86% es% 66% 69To 85% e3%
StrtrN 38% 45% 74% 5e% 34% 34% 48% 34% 5e%
SAD 24% 76% 55% 28% 72% 2t% 45% 37% 62%
TTA 4t% 76% 52% 55% 100% 55% 5e% 45% e7%
AIN 55% 5e% 45% 83y e0% 38% 86% 38% 76%
F'A 7e% 7e% 47% 5e% e7% 7e% 6eT 72% e3%
KAF 4t% 76% \ey 33% 76% 7e% -.\rJlI /¿ /IJ 45% 62%
LAM 6e% 7ey 48% 66% e7% 6eT 7e% 72% e3%
MEEM 62% 83% 28% e0% e7% 48% 700% 48% 100%
NOON 28% 5e% 52% 83% 79Yo 66% 62% 72% 77%
wAw 24% 55% 31% 62y 100% 55% 45Yo 38% 76Yo

HA 34% 72Yo 62% 47Yo 83% 24% 48% 307 e3%
YA 48% 6e% 527 28% 66% 24% 62% 55% e0%

between two or more classes, e.g. character "SEEN" with character "SAD"

o For some classification systems which have an over all poor performance, there

are particular classes for which they outperform the best classification sys-

tem (for example see the performances of PM and SF systems on character

"ALEF"').

Experimental Results To show the performances of the combined systems, we

built different combined systems by choosing different groups of the single classifi-

cation methods introduced in the previous chapter. Table 6.2 shows the recognition

rates of frve combined systems. In the first systems (\MVC-l), all the proposed

systems discussed in the previous chapter are included while in the other combined

systems only classifiers which have good performances are included.

Ot¡servations

o By using more classifiers for voting, the method becomes more computational

expensive; i.e., each test pattern should be applied to all the classifiers, and
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Recognition RateSystem Id. Combined Systems
All classifiers s0%wvc-1

e0%\ /vc-2 SF, LC, PR,CC, NM
SF., LC, PR,CC 88Yowvc-3

wvc-4 SF, LC, PR 87%
82%\ruvc-5 SF, LC

Table 6.2: Recognition rates of different systems combined by using weighted voting
method (no ection

then their outputs are combined

o The more the number of good systems, the better the recognition rates; they

should, however, make different mistakes. As indicated in Table 6.2, moving

from'WVC 2 system which uses all the good systems to'WVC_5 which

only uses the two best systems, the recognition rate decreases.

o In'WVC õ, which only combines the two best classifiers, the recognition rate

is less than the recognition rate of a single classifrer SF system (83%). This

means that the decision made by voting between two systems may result in

a lower performance. This reduction in performance comes from those input

patterns on which the two classifiers disagree.

Rejection Method For each classifier an extra output is added for rejection which

is treated as a class label. The individual classifiers reject a pattern by a measure of

closeness between the first two output labels as discussed in the previous chapter.

The combined system have also an output label for rejection, and the same voting

rule as Eq. (6.8) is applied. If the rejection output of the ith classifier is denoted by

cr,¿ where

Crr,i:
1

0

if the pattern is rejected by the classifi.er

otherwise.
(6.10)

then the vote for the final rejection of the combined system is calculated as

n

V("): t uîc,,¿
i.:7
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Table 6.3: Performance of the systems combined by weighted voting and by adding
reiection mechanism.

System Id. Recognition Rejection Reliability No Rejection
wvcl e6% 28% 0.94 e0%
\it/vG2 e5% 26% 0.93 e0%
\ /vG3 e4% 25% 0.92 88%
\ruvG4 97% 23Yo 0.88 87%
vt/vc5 88% 23% 0.84 82%

where w[ is a weight factor for the rejection vote of the ith classifier wI : 7 -
Evithsgóection where Eno-rejection and E*¿¡¡-rejectinr, represent the error rates of the ith
bno-rejection

classifier before and afber applying the rejection mechanism, respectively. In f.act ui
is a measure of the correct rejection rate of the individual classifiers.

An input pattern is rejected by the combined system if the weighted vote of the

rejection output is greater than the votes for all the class labels, i.e.,V,(r) > Vo(r)

for all k. Table 6.3 shows the results of rejection and recognition rates of the classifier

systems in Table 6.2 after adding the rejection mechanism.

As the results show, bv reiecting the confusing inputs both the recognition rate

and reliability of all systems are increased. Increasing the number of combined

classifiers slightly increases the recognition rate; however, a larger portion of the

patterns are rejected. In practice, two issues should be considered when selecting

classifiers to be combined.

1. A classifi.er is selected if there is no other similar classifier. Two classifiers are

similar if they make the same mistakes on the training set.

2. A classifier is selected if it has a reasonable performance in terms of the recog-

nition rate of each class. As shown in Table 6.2, adding PR, which is a classi-

fier with a reasonable recognition rate, to .WVC-5 
significantly increases the

performance of the resulting system (\MVG4), while adding the poor perfor-

mance classifiers like RI and PM to.WVG2 does not change the recognition

rate ( see recognition rates of .WVG1 and \it/VC-2 before rejection). The

reason is that the weights of poor classifiers are too small and they do not have

big contribution in the final vote.
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Table 6.4: Recognition rates of differnt systems combined by using linear committee
combiner

System Id. Systems Recognition R"ate
LCC-1 AII classifiers 9r%
LCC-2 SF., LC, PR,CC, NM e0%
LCC-3 SF, LC, PR,CC 8e%
LCC-4 SF, LC, PR 88%
LCC-5 SF, LC 84%

6.3.2 Linear Committee Combiner

As shown in trq. (6.12), the majority voting rule can also be extended to measure-

ment level classifiers in which df is normalized to the range [0,1]. Voting combiner

is a special case of the so called li,near commi,ttee classi,fi,ers 160].

vu("):Ð-!al
n

i:t
(6.12)

where df is the kth output of the 'ith classifier. The output class label is calculated

by the same rule as Eq. (6.7).

Experimental Results

Table 6.4 shows the correct recognition rates of the systems combined by the linear

committee method by choosing different groups of classifiers. As shown in this table,

the performance of this system is slightly better than the voting system. The reason

is that there is more information in a measurement ievel output than an abstract

Ievel output.

Rejection Method

The rejection mechanism for the linear committee combiner is the same as the

method introduced in the previous chapter for a single classifier. The rejection

is based on the closeness of the two top most outputs of the combined classifiers. A

pattern is rejected if the first two outputs of the combined system are closer than

a threshold. If the first two outputs of the combined system are denoted by VÈl(z)
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andVk2(r), respectively, then an input pattern is rejected if

Vn' (r) - Vo' (r) < closeness-threshold (6.13)

where the closeness-threshold is determined by a triai and error to give the best

reliability of the system.

\Me run three tests on the combined system for three values of closeness-threshold

Tables 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 show the performance of the different systems. Note that

the bigger the threshold is, the more patterns are rejected.

Table 6.5: Recognition and rejection rates of the systems combined by using linear
committee combiner closeness threshold : 0.05

Table 6.6: Recognition and rejection rates of the systems combined by using linear
committee combiner closeness threshold : 0.1

Table 6.7: Recognition and rejection rates of the systems combined by using linear
committee combiner closeness threshold : 0.2

Recognition Rejection ReliabilitySystern Id.
92% 4.57 0.92LCGO.O5 Rl
90% 3% 0.9LCGO.O5 R2

0.89LCGO.O5 R3 8e% ,CY¿/o
88% 2T 0.88LCGO.O5 R4

3% 0.84LCGO.O5 R5 s4%

Recognition Rejection ReliabilitySystem Id.
e% 0.93LCGO.I Rl 94%

92% 8.7% 0.91LCGO.I R2
8% 0.91LCGO.1 R3 9r.6%

e0% 5.7% 0.89LCGO.I R4
D(V170 0.86LCGO.I R5 87%

ReliabilityRecognition RejectionSystem Id.
LCC.O.z Rl 2t% 0.9596.4

e4% 77% 0.93LCC-O.z R2
0.92LCC-O.z R3 93.5% r6%

12% 0.91LCGO.2 R4 92.4%
8e% 74% 0.87LCC-O.z R5
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6.3.3 Multi-Label Cla.ssifier Combiner

In this section we present a method of combining different classifiers with rank level

outputs. Because in this system the output of each classifier is a queue of /c labels

ordered according to their ranks, the system is called the Multi-Label classi,fi,er Com-

bi,ner. As shown in Fig. 6-5, individual classification systems use different feature

extraction techniques. The corresponding classifier of the 'dth system produces a

queue of k¿ ranked labels. The combiner unit then uses the queues to assign a class

label to the output.

Multi-L ab el Clas sif ers

Irrput

Outnut

F igure 6-5: Block diagram of a multi-label classifier combiner

In a single output label classifrer, the output of the classifier is always a unique

class choice which can be either a correct or a wrong decision. In some pattern

recognition problems the classifi.ers are probably unable to uniquely identify the

correct class but are able to output the correct class included in a set of output

labels. In these applications using rank level classifier is recommended. A ranking

of the classes carries much more information than a unique class choice [58]. The

ranking method is generally applicable to all types of classifiers. The objective of

the combiner unit is to determine the correct class from a set of labels at the output

queues of individual classifiers.
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I
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Table 6.8: Rates of incl the correct class label in a multi-label classifier

Multi-label Classifier Selection

The first step in designing the combiner system is the selection of the classifiers to

be combined. The criterion for selecting classifiers is based on their performances

in classifying the input patterns into a queue which includes the correct class. If
we consider a queue of length k¿ : M (M is the number of classes), all types of

classifrers including the chance classifier, which selects the output by chance, will

have a 700% recognition rate for including the correct class at the output! This

implies that there should be a criterion for selecting a propff queue length (,k¿) for

each classifier. In our developed combiner system r,¡/e use the recognition rates of the

multi-label classifiers of the training set.

To measure the performance of the ith multi-label output classifier we define the

probability of including the correct class label in an output queue with length k¿ as

Pk¿ : P(1" e {q¡ ; j : t : k¿} I r) (6.14)

where l, is the correct label that should be assigned to the input ø, and {q¡ ; i :
7 : k¿j is the output queue of the classifier with a length of ,k¿. V/ith this definition,

the rates of including the correct class label in the output queue of length k¿ for the

classifier systems studied in the previous chapter are as shown in Table 6.8.

Observations

o Increasing the length of the output queue will increase the probability of the

correct class being included in the output queue.

No. of Labels ki
8 I3 4 5 6 71 ,System

e4% 957o 96% e7%PR 76% 86Y 92Yo e4% e4%
87% er% 94% e6% e7% e8% ee%NM 63% 80%

ee.6% ee.6% 99.6%SF 83% 95% e8% 98Yo 99% 99.6Y0

e4% e6T e7T 98% e8%CC 63% 80% s7% e7%
e2% e5% e6% e6T e6% e7% e7% e8%LC 80%
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o A high recognition rate of a single label classifier does not necessarily mean

that this classifier has a better performance as a multi-label output classifier.

For example system NM has a recognition rate of 63% as a singie classifier

which is less than 76Yo for PR, but NM reaches a recognition rate of 96%

using a queue of length 6, while PR has only g4To correct recognition rate.

We assign a target recognition rate 16 then, for each classifier we find the min-

imum queue tength in which the system has a recognition rate equal to or exceeds

T¡

lc¿ : nnin{lq I r(l) >: r¿} (6.15)

where lo is the queue length, and r(lo) is the correct recognition rate of the system

for the queue with length ln. For example if we choose g6To as the target recognition

rate and consider the rates in Table 6.8 as of the training set, then the length of the

queues for PR to LC are 8,6,3,6, and 4 respectively.

Combination Method

The second step in designing the combiner system is to locate the correct class label

from a set of queues each containing different numbers of class labels. The output

queue of the ith classifrer is denoted by Q¿, where:

Qo: {q¡; j :7 : k¿} (6.16)

The output queues of individual classifiers are then combined to produce another

queue. The output combined queue Q. is defined as the intersection of ali the queues

of individual classifiers:

Q": t¿Q¿ (6'17)

Depending on the number of elements in the final queue, one of the three following

cases may happen:

L. Q" contains only one class label: Because with a high probability we were

assured that the correct class is included in all the queues, this class label is

most probably the correct class label.
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2. Q" contains more than one class label: this happens when there are very similar

classes. In this case, we use Borda count method [21] to rerank the class labels

in the final queue. Borda count method, which is a generalized form of majority

vote, is defined for a class label as the sum of the number of class labels ranked

below it by each individual voter (classifier):

TL

B" : Ð B¡(") (6.18)
j:r

where r¿ is the number of classifiers, B. is the Borda count for class label c,

and B¡(c) is the number of class labels ranked below c by the jth classifier.

The bigger is the Borda count, the higher will be the rank of the class in the

finai queue. After calculating the Borda count for all labels in the final queue,

we select the label with the highest Borda count as the correct class label.

3. Q" is an empty set, i..., Q": /: this means that the correct class label is not

included in one or more classifiers. In this case Ì,I/e buiit the final queue by

finding the labels which are only included in n - 1 output queues, and repeat

the first two above mentioned steps to find the correct class label. If the frnal

queue is again an empty set we repeat the procedure for the labels which are

only inciuded in n - 2 queues, and if the resulting queue is empty again, we

reject the pattern.

Experimental Results

\Me used the systems in Table 6.8 as individual classifiers. The target recognition

rate is adjusted to g6%. With this assumption a proper queue length (k¿) for each

classifi.er is determined. The best result achieved for the combined system is 90%

with a rejection rate of 10% which gives a reliability of 0.89.

As explained in the previous section, a pattern is rejected only when none of the

Iabels is included in at least one of any group of n - 2 queues. \Me ran another test

in which we reject the pattern if it is not included in all the queues, i.".,, Q": Ô.

With this assumption, the recognition rate of the combined system jumps ttp to g4To
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while the rejection rate is also increased up to 24To which gives a reliability of 0.92

6.4 Conclusions

In this chapter we studied different techniques for combining the outputs of multiple

classifiers. Each individual classifier may have an output in one of the abstract,

rank, and measurement levels. Based on the various output levels, three systems of

combiners were selected to test the performances of combined classifiers.

In the first system we used a weighted voting system for combining the outputs

of the individual classifiers. In this combiner, each classifier outputs at the abstract

level, which means it only gives a single class label as the output. The simplest

way of voting is to assign an equal vote for these unique labels. However, since

different classifiers have quite different performances on each class label, it is not

appropriate to assign an equal vote for all class iabels. By using the recognition rate

of the classifier for each class label as the voting weight, a g0% recognition rate for

a system without rejection was achieved. By rejecting about 28To of the patterns,

the recognition rate increased up to 96%.

A system that combines the outputs of classifiers at the measurement level was

then built by using different classifiers. Our experimental results of using a linear

committee combiner showed slightly better performance than a voting combiner.

In this system a recognition rate of 96.4% was achieved by rejecting 27To of. lhe

confusing patterns, which gave a reliability of 0.95.

A method of combining classifiers that have a rank level output was also intro-

duced. A recognition rate of 94% with a rejection rate of 24To was achieved by using

this combiner.

We showed that in all of the above mentioned combined systems, the recognition

rates and the reliabitity of the combined systems outperform the single classifi.cation

schemes. Alt the three types of combiners we studied could achieve a high relia-

bility of more than 0.92; LC,C-O.2_R1 showed the best performance with a 0.95

reliability.
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Chapter 7

Recognition of Handwritten
Numerals

7.t Introduction

In the previous chapter we used Persian and Arabic isolated handwritten characters.

Numeral recognition, however, have more applications in real life. As we discussed

in chapter 3, a lot more research is still needed to be done for Persian and Arabic

handwritten character and numeral recognition. Due to the smaller number of pat-

terns and smaller range of variation in writing styles, using the digits is a better start

for designing and testing any new algorithm for handwritten character recognition.

This chapter is devoted to recognition of handwritten Persian and Arabic numeral

symbols {rr\rf ' ... 'U. \Me introduce a line segment model to represent all the

characteristics of these Persian and Arabic digits. F'eature extraction is then based

on a heuristic approach of detecting different line segments based on this model.

The extracted features are also used to demonstrate the similarity between digits

and variation in writing styles. Combination of multiple classifiers is also examined

for increasing the overall recognition rate of the system.

Elastic matching technique has already been used for recognition of handwritten

Arabic numerals {0,1,2,...,9} [99]. In this chapter we will also study the per-

formance of the elastic matching algorithm for recognition of handwritten Persian
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and Arabic digits. The elastic matching technique is presented by a brief review

of the background theory followed by our proposed system for extracting the stroke

sequences from off-line data. F inally, the results of a study of multiple expert combi-

nation is presented by introducing two combined system methodologies. The chapter

is completed by some concluding remarks.

7.2 Persian and Arabic Numerals

Persian and Arabic have the same digit sets; however, there are few differences. For

example, digits 4 and 6 have slightly different patterns in these languages. Figure

7-1 shows a sample of handwritten Persian numerals. As shown in this figure, images

of the numerals consist of several line segments. For instance, digits 1,2,3,4, and 9

all have a vertical line segment in their patterns.

There is a range of variations on handwriting styles for numerals. Some sources

of variations are:

o Vertical line segments are usually replaced by slanted or curved lines.

e Some digits may have two different shapes in Persian and Arabic, e.B. digits

4 and 6.

o Digit 0 may be either written as a small dot or like a small circle.

These characteristics introduce a large range of style variation in Persian and Arabic

handwritten numerals.

¿ r 4 5E I fi gI I

IPenian I

Aråhic Ë

f ì" É h ? v
I r/ I't hlv

¡\

T\

t
1

F igure 7-L: Ã handwritten sample of Persian and Arabic numerals
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7.3 Line Segment Model

In the previous two chapte s we found that for Persian and Arabic, features that

explore the structure of the character show a better recognition rate than the features

based on the pixel distribution. In this section, we introduce a new structural feature

especially designed for Persian and Arabic numerals. It is based on a heuristic

approach of detecting different line segments in the image. First we introduce a

Iine segment model for the digit patterns, and then we use a line crossing counting

method for detecting the existence of the line segments in the image.

Unlike the Arabic numerals {0,1,2,..,9} which can be displayed by combinations

of T line segments, the Persian or Arabic digits {t,\'T' ""1} need more line

segments. A model to represent these digits is shown in tr'ig. 7-2. This model

consists of 11 horizontal and vertical line segments. Each digit can be represented

by a subset of line segments from this model.. \Me should note that this model is

not a practical way of displaying digits, but it is good enough, as we will see, for

classifying them.

fl h

t

-h I

i

Figure 7-2: Line segment model for Persian and Arabic numerals
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7.3.L Feature Extraction

The construction of the feature vector is based on the existence of line segments

in the image. F'or each horizontal and vertical line segment a to lc of the model

of Fig. (7-2), we assign a binary vector Vo to V¡, respectively. The element of

each vector represents the existence, "one", or absencer "zeto", of a line segment in

the corresponding row or column. Each vector is obtained from the region of the

character matrix where the corresponding line segment may lie. F'or instance, the

vector I/o is calculated at the upper left region of the character matrix.

To calculate the elements of the vectors Vo to V¡r, we use the line crossing method

in the vertical and horizontal directions. Each element of the vector that corresponds

to a vertical line segment, e.g. V,V¿ and I/", is assigned a 1 if there exists a crossing

between a horizontal scan line and the body of the character at the corresponding

row, otherwise it is assigned a 0. Likewise each element of the vectors corresponding

to horizontal lines, e.g. Vo,V¡ and I/¡, is assigned a 1 if there exists a crossing between

a vertical scan line and the character body at the corresponding column. The binary

vectors V" to V¡ are calculated by only one vertical and one horizontal scan through

the character matrix. tr'igure 7-3 shows the pattern of digit 3 and its line segment

representation.

--EEE

u-t

F igure 7-3: Image of digit 3 and its corresponding line segment model representation.

The feature vector /, is then built up of 10 elements by combining the vectors

V" lo V¡ç as follows:

t å¡
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r

Sum(V¡ nV,)

Sum(I\ txVn)

Sum((V" Av" AW) v (V" nW nV") v (v¿ nW 
^V))

Sum(V¡ nV¿)

Sum(V" AVd 
^V")

Sum((V" 
^V¡) 

v (V¡ 
^V")) 

+ Sum((V, n %) v (V, 
^W))

Sum(U¡) * Sum(V¡)

Sum(V" nV¡)
Sum(V6 nvn)

Sum(V" AVr AU) + Sum(V6 AVs AVk)

(7.1)

where V and A are the logical O-R and AND functions, respectively, and sum(r)

is a function that returns the summation of all elements of the vector r. Before

applying this feature vector to the classifier, it is normalized into the range [0,1].

The equations of the feature vector are carefully derived so as / represents most of

the distinctive features of Persian and Arabic digits; each element of this vector shows

the presence of one or group of line segments in a digit shape. Figure 7-4 shows the

feature vector of a sample of digit 3. As shown in Fig. 7-3, this digit.is characterized

by a combination of a vertical line in the lower left part of the character (consisting

of line segment h in F ig. 7-2) plus three smaller vertical lines in the upper region

(line segments c, d and e) and a horizontal line in the middle part of the character

matrix (line segments / and g). These characteristics are represented in Fig. 7-4by

large values of the elements 1,3,5,6, and 7 of the feature vector ( /[1], /[3], /[5],

/[6] and fl7D.
Because we use the line crossing method, small changes in the curvature of the

Iine segment will not affect the corresponding variable for that line segment. This

means that this method is suitable for small changes in writing style. Also because

the feature vector is normalized, the method is scale invariant.
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Figure 7-4: A, sample feature vector of digit 3 calculated by the proposed feature
extraction technique.

7.3.2 Similarity and Variability Analysis

As we discussed earlier in this chapter, there are possible similarities between the

patterns of some Persian and Arabic digits, e.g. 0 and 5, which have very similar

shapes but differ only in their sizes, or the digits 2 and 3, which differ only by a

small stroke (Fig. 7-1). To show the similarity between digits, rü¡e use the average

correlation coefficient between their feature vectors. Table 7.1 shows the correlation

coefficients between the feature vectors of digits averaged over handwritten samples

from 48 writers; pairs of digits with high correlation are highlighted in the table.

Observations:

o Pairs of very similar digits, (0,5), (2,3), (7,8), and (4,6), have large correla-

tions.

o Despite the difference in shape of digits 7 and 8, they have very similar feature

vectors with an average correlation coefficient of 0.98. This similarity is due

to the feature extraction method; the line crossing method cannot detect the

slope of a line segment.
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Table 7.1: A correlation coefficients between the feature vectors of

o The only difference between the digits 4 and 6 is that in 6 the line segment in

the lower part of the digit is sloped while in 4 there are a vertical straight line

and a small horizontal line (see Fig. (7-t)).

o Another interesting fact is that the average self correlation coefficients (diag-

onal elements in the table) are not exactly 1; this is caused by variations in

handwriting styles. The digit t has the largest variation (with a correlation

coefficient of only 0.78) and digits 7 and 8 have the smallest variation (with

correlation coefficients of 0.99).

7.3,3 Recognition and Cla,ssification

In this section, we present the results of recognition of handwritten digits by the

proposed feature extraction technique. The handwritten samples of 48 different

writers are first digitized, and then the binary image of each digit is put in a 48 x 48

matrix. The preprocessing stage consists of thinning the binary image, and centering

the character to solve the problem of translation. Handwritten samples are divided

into two randomly selected disjoint sets: the training set containing samples from

10 writers and the test set containing samples from the other 38 writers.

\Me have tested the system by using different classifiers including a multi-layer

Perceptron (MLP), which consists of ten input units, a hidden layer with 20 units,

2 3 4 t) 76 8 I0 1

0 0.87 0.22 0.31 0.29 0.49 0.82 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.59
0.67 0.41 0.36 0.411 0.22 0.78 0.75 0.73 0.66 0.10

o.94 0.76 0.20 0.75 0.63 0.56 0.342 0.31 0.75 0.96
0.55 0.253 0.29 0.73 o.94 0.95 0.75 0.14 0.73 0.63

0.84 0.43 0.78 0.50 0.45 0.374 0.49 0.66 0.76 0.75
0.10 0.20 0.74 0.43 o.92 0.51 0.39 0.43 0.615 o.82

6 0.59 0.67 0.75 0.73 0.78 0.5i 0.84 0.63 0.60 0.55
0.50 0.39 0.63 0.99 0.98 0.347 0.58 0.47 0.63 0.63

0.59 0.36 0.56 0.55 0.45 0.43 0.60 0.98 0.99 0.398
0.37 0.61 0.55 0.34 0.39 0.88I 0.59 0.41 0.34 0.25
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TabIe 7.2 rates of classifiers for handwritten digits

Table 7.3: Confusion matrix of a MLP classifier for handwritten numerals

and ten output units. Table 7.2 shows the recognition results of using different single

classifiers without rejection.

Most of the misclassifications cases are caused by similar digits. Table 7.3 shows

the confusion matrix of the MLP classifier. In particular the digits 7 and 8 have

the highest misclassifications. However, this problem can be resolved, as we will see

Iater, by combining multiple classifiers.

7.4 Elastic Matchittg

Perhaps the most widely known method which uses elastic deformation properties

is snalces [63], [103]. A snake is a deformable spline (smooth curve segment) that is

superimposed onto an image and deformed to match the image contours. Because

smooth contours are sought, snakes are not well suited for contours that are not

smooth, such as Persian and Arabic characters. In this section we apply the elastic

matching technique for handwritten recognition of Persian and Arabic digits. The

Classifier RecognitionSystem Id.
LS-1 MLP 80%

80%LS-2 EMD
PNN Ealílt/oLS-3

LS-4 I KNN(1) 80%
KNN(3) 7e%LS-5

LS-6 I KNN(5) --l¡7tt/o

S

7 8 I0 1 2 3 4 5 6
36 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 00

34 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 11 0
31 1 0 0 l) 0 0 02 0 0
4 31_ 1 0 0 1 0 03 1 0

1 0 0 29 0 8 0 0 04 0
32 0 0 2 0l) 4 0 0 0 0

1 0 28 1 0 16 2 0 2 3
0 0 0 0 25 13 07 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 t2 25 08 0 0
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 35

D
I
C
b

i
t
S

I 0
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elastic matching technique has been used for the Arabic numeral set {0, 7,2,...,9}

[99], and here we evaluate its performance for Persian and Arabic handwritten digits.

7.4.L Background

Elastic matching (dynamic time warping) has been applied to speech recognition

problems over two decades ago [65, 122]. Pioneered by Tappert [115], the technique

v¡as successfully applied to the recognition of handwritten characters. Elastic match-

ing, however, was more often used in writer-dependent on-line recognition systems.

The literature ofben reports a higher recognition rates for on-line handwritten data

than for off-line data. There is apparently more information inherent in the data

in on-line systems, which is collected as a table of points, than in scanned data of

off-line systems. Finding corresponding points between image pairs is a fundamental

problem when using elastic matching in off-line character recognition. By its very

nature, elastic matching is well suited for a single writer on-line system; neverthe-

Iess, some researchers have reported its application to off-line data. For example,

Scattolin [99] used elastic matching for off-Ìine recognition of handwritten numerals,

{0,7,2,...,9}.
The elastic matching algorithm was derived from the dgnam'ic programming tech-

nique used for string matching [72]. \Mhen comparing two string sequences, three

operations are allowed, namely 'insert'ion, deleti,on, and substi,tuti,on. Each of these

operations has an associated cost which is considered when calculating the distance

between two sequences. Elastic matching is also used as a distance measure. A

frequently used formulation of elastic distance is the one introduced by Tappert in

[1f5]. The distance between an unknown sequence and a given model k is expressed

AS
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ttun

D(i.- I, j;k)
D(i,-7,j-7;k)
D(i,-7, j -2;k)

if j>2

D(i,i;k): d(i,,i;k) +
^,_ I D(i - r,i;k) Imrn (

I D(i-r,i-z;Ð I
min {D(ø - I, j;k)}

(7.2)

j:2

j:7

where D(i, j;k) is the cumulative distance to point 'i in the input pattern (unknown)

and point j in the kth template (prototype k), and d(i, j;k) is a distance between

points 'i and j which is usually a combination of the truclidean distance and the

difference between the elevation angles (ó*ó¡)t

if

if

d(i, j; k) : (n¿ - *¡)' t (ao - a)' -l "ló, - ó¡l (7.3)

where c is a weighting constant and is empirically determined to give the maximum

recognition rate. The elastic distance in Eq. (7.2) is normalized before it is used in

a recognition task

o-D(n,m;k), g.4)
n

where n and rm are the number of points in the unknown character and the kth

model respectively.

The warping function ?, maps the index of the points of the unknown character

to the index of the prototype (see Fig. 7-5). The boundary conditions -(1) : 1 and

,(¡/) : Mk, where M¡, i,s the number of points in the kth prototype, ensure that the

first and last points are matched. Elasticity is provided by the continuity condition

u(i1- t)-'u(z) : 0, 1, 2, operating within the scope of the prototype. Thus, as shown

in Fig. 7-5, successive points in the unknown character, e.g. points 4 and 5, may

be mapped either to a single point, or two different points whose indices may differ

by one or two (skipping one point). This is analogous to the insertion, deletion,

and substitution concepts explained for string comparison at the beginning of this
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trigure 7-5: trlastic distance between a prototype and an unknown pattern.

One of the advantages of the elastic matching technique is that there is no need

for complex feature extraction. The recursive nature of the elastic distance, however,

makes it a very time consuming task. The time required to calculate the distance

between an unknown character and a prototype depends on the length and number

of the strings to be compared.

7.4.2 Proposed Systern

As mentioned before, elastic matching is well suited to on-line systems because rn

off-line systems the strokes' time order is not known; thus, it is more difficult to use

elastic matching in off-line character recognition than on-line systems. In order to

make a sequence of points, we need an algorithm to extract the dynamic information

from the image. The proposed system of elastic matching recognition is shown in

F ig. 7-6. Before describing the algorithm, we need to define some terms.

Deffnition 4 An end po'int i,s a black pirel of the i,mage whi,ch has onlg one nei,gh-

boring black pirel.

f
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Deffnition ó A juncti,on point is a blaclc pi,rel wi,th rnore tho,n two nei,ghbori,ng blacle

pirels.

Deftnition 6 A primitiue stroke is a poi,nt sequence which has two end poi,nts on

both ends.

Deffnition 7 A singular point i,s either a junction poi,nt or on end point.

Input
Charecter

- Potential Merge

Class Laþle

tr'igure 7-6: Proposed Elastic Matching system for recognition of handwritten char-
acters.

Stroke Decomposition

Afber preprocessing, which consists of thinning and scale normalization, the char-

acter body is decomposed into primitive strokes. The decomposition algorithm is

divided into two parts: singular point marking and segmenting the character body

into primitive strokes. the character body is broken into different parts at the junc-

tion points, then the resulting strokes are examined to see whether or not they are

primitive strokes. The process of segmentation and marking singular points contin-

ues until the character is completeþ divided into its primitive strokes. Finally each

primitive stroke is traversed from one end point to the other, and is converted to a

string of. r-g coordinates.

- Thinning
- Scale normalization

- Singulu point rnarking
- Shoke segnentation
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Stroke Reconnection

The main issue when reconnecting the primitive strokes to build larger ones is the

princi,ple of good conti,nuati,orz [108]. This implies that, at a junction point, the best

connection is the one which produces the least change in a continuous sequence [32].

Another issue in stroke reconnection is to minimize the angle difference between the

two strokes meeting at a junction point [49, 69]. This means that two strokes are

considered to have good conti,nuifg if the difference in the elevation angle is less than

4l-.
The above algorithm for reconnecting the strokes does not connect ail the primi-

tive strokes, some may be left unconnected. Any of these primitive strokes may have

one of the following relations to the previously connected stroke:

o one of its end points is very close to a point in the large stroke. It means that

the distance between the endpoint and one of the larger stroke points is less

than a threshold. In this case, the large stroke is broken at this point and the

primitive stroke will be inserted in between as shown in F ig. 7-7. In this figure,

the points of the smaller strokes are traversed and inserted twice, once in the

forward order and once in the reve se order.

himitive Snoke

Junrtion point

Large Smoke

(aì (b)

Figure 7-7: Reconnecting a primitive stroke to a larger stroke: (a) before reconnec-
tion, (b) writing order of the resulting stroke afber reconnection.
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o two of its end points are very close to two points of the larger stroke, thus

creating a loop. In this case, points of the loop are inserted in between the

Iarger stroke (see Fig. 7-8).

Jrurction points

Large Snoke

(a)

Figure 7-8: Inserting a loop into a larger stroke.

. none of the end points are close to any point of the larger stroke. This means

that the strokes are two separate strokes and should not be connected.

The process of reconnecting the strokes is continued until there are no more

possible connections.

Inter-Stroke Elastic Distance

As we mentioned earlier, the recursive elastic distance between two sequences tn

trc1. 7.2 is very computationally expensive. To overcome this problem we used the

following iterative distance function introduced by Scattolin [99]:

(h)
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mln

mln

d(i, i;k)
d(i,, j + 7;k)

d(i., j + 2;k)

d(i, i;k)
d(i,, j + I;k)

if j <m-I

DI(i, j;k) : DI(ú-¡, i;k)+
if j:m-I

min {d(ø, j;tt)} if i:m
(7.5)

where DI(7,7;k) : d(1,1). F'or a model k with rn points, the above equation is

evaluated iteratively from D.I(1 ,7;k) to DI(n,n'L;k) which is the distance of the

unknown pattern to the prototype k. One should note that the distance functions

in Eq. 7.2 and Eq. 7.5 are not identical.

As we mentioned before, occasionally a character may have two or more separated

strokes. 'Io compare an unknown character [/, with i strokes each with n¿ points, to

a model M , with j strokes each with rn¡ points, we first find the inter-stroke elastic

distances and then use the following equation as the total distance between the two

patterns

Du,ut: t mln (7 6)
Jt:1

where ,Sf represents the jth strokeof the model k, and DI(nt'?,;;si'x) is the normalized

elastic distance between the i,th, stroke of the unknown pattern and jth stroke of the

model.

7.4,3 Experimental Results

As we discussed earlier, the main disadvantage of the elastic distance is its compu-

tational expense, which becomes worse when increasing the number of prototypes.

In the proposed system, only three handwritten samples are used for each digit.

Another way is to use a clustering technique prior to the elastic matching.

Using the elastic matching distance features for a nearest neighbor classifier
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(KNN, with k : 1), th. recognition rate was 70%. The results show that the elastic

matching technique also fails to distinguish between similar digits like (2, 3), (6, 9),

and (0, 5). This is due to the similarity between the stroke sequences. The elastic

distances between these similar digits are small, and hence they are easily confused

by the classifier. For instance, as shown in Fig. 7-9, digits 2 and 3 differ only by a

very small vertical stroke. Digits 0 and 5 also have similar stroke sequences, hence

a very small elastic distance when they are normalized to the same scale.

Experimental results showed that the elastic matching fails to distinguish be-

tween similar patterns; however, it discriminates well between dissimilar digits and

it still can be used in conjunction with other methods. In the next section we present

the results of using multiple classifiers to resolve the problem of similarity between

digits.
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Figure 7-9: Preprocessed handwritten samples of Persian and Arabic numerals.

7.5 Multiple classifiers

The problem of similarity between digits, which becomes worse when they are dis-

torted, leads us to use the idea of combination of classifiers. We present two methods

of combination of multiple experts. In the first method the elastic matching tech-

nique is combined with the output of LS-l classifier system introduced in table 7.2.
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In the second, rù/e present a heuristic technique of multiple classifier combination

which is especially designed to overcome the similarity problem.

The first system which combines the outputs of the elastic matching classifier

and LS-l system, shows a better performance compared with the systems in table

7.2. The method of combination is similar to linear committee combiners explained

in the previous chapter. Samples of 10 writers are used as the training set and the

rest of the samples are used as the test set. A recognition rate of 89% was achieved

by combination of the two classifiers. Though the elastic matching showed a poor

performance as a single classifier, it improves the recognition rate of the LS-1 system

when they are combined. This means that these two classifiers complement each

other; for similar patterns, the recognition is mainly done by the LS-l system and

for other digits the elastic distance boosts the discrimination power of the combined

system.

The main disadvantage of the combined system is its computational complexity.

In the next section we will show that sometimes using a heuristic method that is

based on specific characteristics of the patterns gives better results than an exhaus-

tive algorithm like the elastic matching.

7.5.L Gating Mixture of the Experts

\Me now present some trivial combination algorithms that enhance the performance

of a classifrer. In this method, the recognition rate of a classifier is improved by

adding some simple classifiers that are especially designed to enhance the weaknesses

of the main classifier. As shown in F ig. 7-10, the core of the combined system is called

Lhe mai,n classi,f,er. The input to the main classifrer are the features extracted by the

line segment model, and the classifier outputs a unique class label. Depending on

this label, the decision making unit, which is simply a gating unit, decides whether

to use the output label of the main classifier as the final output or use instead the

output of one of the other smaller classifiers. The small classifiers are especially

designed to distinguish between pairs of similar digits, and always outperform the

main classifier for recognizing the confused digits.
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As shown in table 7.3, there are digits which the main classifier confuses. Among

the confused digits, there are three pairs which cause most of the confusions: (0,5),

(7,8), and (4,6). For these three pairs of confused digits, three simple recognition

systems are designed.

fr

Binary
Imagel

Figure 7-10: Block diagram of the combined system for handwritten numeral recog-
nition.

To resolve the similarity problem between 0 and 5, we use the height and width

of the digit. the height and width of the character is then applied to a single neuron

trained with the Perceptron learning rule. To resolve the ambiguity between the

feature vectors of 7 and 8, we find the average signed vertical distances of the pixels

residing in the four-column wide central region (shaded region in Fig. 7-11). For the

pixels above the horizontal axis the distance is considered negative, and for pixels

below the horizontal axis it is considered positive. If the average is negative, the

digit is an 8, otherwise it is a 7.

Digits 4 and 6 differ in the slope of their strokes in the lower part of the character

matrix (see Fig. 7-I2). To distinguish between the digits 4 and 6, two parameters

are calculated and applied to a single neuron. The first one is the number of pixels

in the lower part of the digit with a finite slope, and the second one is the number

of pixels with an infinite slope in the same region.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7-11: Distinguishing between a) digit 7, and b) digit 8 by detecting their
pattern near the centre.

5lc¡t:_ ¡¡
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(a) (b)

Figure 7-12: Distinguishing between a) digit 4, and b) digit 6 by detecting the slope
at the lower part of the pattern.
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Main Classiffer RecognitionSystem Id.
C1 LS-1 er%
c-2 LS-2 s6y

85%G3 LS-3
LS-5 88%c-4

87%G5 LS-6

Table 7.4: Recognition rates of different classifiers used as the main classifier of the
gating mixture of

The decision making unit of the system combines the outputs of the main clas-

sifier with the outputs of the three simple classifiers. Depending on the output of

the main classifier, the decision-making unit decides whether the output of the main

classifier or the output of one of the simple classifrers should be used: if the output

of the main classifi.er is one of the digits 0,4,5,6,7 or 8, then the output of the

corresponding small classifier is used instead.

The main classifier in Fig. 7-10 can be any of the recognition systems introduced

in table 7.2. TabIe 7.4 presents the recognition rates of the combined systems. As

shown in this table for all systems the performance is significantly improved by the

combination of muitiple classifiers.

As the results show, using trivial techniques for improving the weaknesses of the

main classifrer could work even better than a computationally expensive method like

elastic matching, that showed a recognition rate of 89% when combined with LS-l
system.

7.5.2 Rejecting the Patterns

As shown in the previous chapter, adding a rejection unit increases both the recog-

nition rate and the reliability of the system. Again The closeness of the two top most

outputs of the classifiers are used as a criterion for rejection. Table 7.5 shows the

results for different combined systems. In all systems, the reliability and recognition

rates are increased by adding the rejection unit.
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Table 7.5: Recognition rate, rejection rate, and the reliability of the combined sys-
tems for handwritten numeral tion

7.6 Conclusrons

In this chapter we studied the characteristics and recognition techniques of Persian

and Arabic numerals. \Me introduced a ner,¡/ structural feature extraction technique

especially designed for Persian and Arabic numerals. The method, which explores

the structure of the characters, is based on a heuristic approach of detecting dif-

ferent line segments in the image. In the so called line segment model, each digit

is represented by a combination of 11 vertical and horizontal line segments. This

representation may not be a practical way of displaying digits, but it showed enough

discrimination power for classification of the digits. The features are then extracted

from the line segment model of the digit, based on the existence of certain line seg-

ments in its image. \Me tested the recognition power of the features by employing

different single classifier systems, and the best recognition rate achieved was 80%.

The study of the confusion matrices of the recognition systems reveaied that most of

the misclassifrcation cases were caused by confusion between the digits (0,5), (7,8),

and (4,6).

We also evaluated the elastic matching technique for recognition of handwritten

digits. The elastic matching classification system showed a performance of.70To

correct recognition. The experimental results also showed that the elastic matching

technique failed to distinguish between similar digits like (2, 3), (6, 9), and (0, 5).

Another problem with the elastic matching method is its computational cost.

Finally we presented two recognition systems based on the combination of multi-

ple classifiers. The first system combined the outputs of the elastic matching classifier

and the classification method based on the line segment model. A recognition rate of

Recognition Rejection ReliabilitySystem Id. Main Classifier
LS-1 e4% ta07t/o 0.94C1

e% 0.92c-2 LS-2 e3%
88% 75% 0.86c-3 LS-3

LS-5 93Y e% 0.92c-4
er% 70% 0.90c-5 LS-6
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89% was achieved, which is better than using only the eiastic matching. The main

pitfalt of this combined system was, however, its computational complexity.

In the second system, a trivial gating scheme was introduced. In this method, the

recognition rate of the main classifier was improved by adding some simple classifiers

that were especially designed to enhance the weaknesses of the main classifier. By

using this combination, the recognition rate increased up to 91%. The recognition

rate and the reliability were then improved further by adding a rejection unit to

the system. The best unit gave a performance of.94To correct recognition rate with

7To rejeclion rate, which gives a reliability of 0.94. For applications in which the

wrong classifications of the digit patterns has a high cost, rejecting more ambiguous

pattern will increase the reliability of the system'
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Chapter 8

Conclustons

8.1- Sumrnary

In this dissertation, we studied the problems of handwritten recognition of Persian

and Arabic characters, and tried some possible soiutions to overcome these problems.

The stem of our research and investigation steps can be summarized as follows:

o \Me studied Persian and Arabic character sets, fonts, and handwritten styles in

chapter 2. Potential difficulties of a handwritten recognition systems for these

languages were highlighted.

o In chapter 3, we reviewed Persian and Arabic character recognition.

o Chapter 4 was devoted to analysis of Persian and Arabic handwritten char-

acters. Two main issues, namely similarity of the patterns and handwriting

variability, were addressed from a pattern deformation point of view. A distor-

tion model was presented in this chapter. We also studied the effects of each

distortion type on the patterns of individual characters.

o Different feature extraction algorithms and ciassifier design methods r,¡/ere In-

vestigated in chapter 5. We evaluated the performances of some of the tech-

niques for both printed and handwritten characters, and compared with the

performances of human experts. Some new feature extraction techniques were

also proposed and tested.
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o Combination of multiple classifiers was studied as a practical solution to the

weaknesses of single classification schemes in chapter 6. Different strategies

of combining different types of classifiers were proposed and studied and their

performances were evaluated.

o F inally in chapter 7, handwritten recognition of Persian and Arabic numerals

was studied. A new feature extraction technique and a classifier combination

method were proposed.

8.2 Results and Conclusions

The main results and conclusions of this dissertation a.re:

o By presenting the difficulties of a handwritten recognizer lor Persian and Ara-

bic character sets, we showed why even by using the best feature extraction

technique and the best classification methods it is almost impossible to resolve

the problem of similarity between characters.

o A review on the literature revealed that here is still much to do to achieve a reli-

able system for Persian and Arabic character recognition. \Me then concluded

that the lack of communication between the research groups, poor financial

support, and the lack of standard data sets are big constraints for implement-

ing commercial systems, as compared to the number of implementations of

character recognition systems in other languages. Howevet, the research on

Persian and Arabic character recognition is also becoming more intensive than

before and commercial systems are becoming available.

o A model was presented to describe the various distortions by geometric trans-

formations. We used a mixed mode of distortion model and then used it to
study the effect of each deformation on the individuai characters. Using this

model, possible sources of distortion of the handwritten characters rvl¡ere exam-

ined.
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. By using the developed distortion model, we showed both theoretically ancl

also by examples that various sources of distortions have different effects on

individual characters. This implies that different normalization procedures are

needed for individual patterns. We also used the distortion modei to demon-

strate the problem of simiiarity between the characters when distorted.

o Several feature extraction methods were proposed and compared with other

methods reported in the literature. The results on the feature extraction meth-

ods showed different performances with the printed and handwritten samples.

This means that a good recognition rate on the printed characters does not

necessarily imply a good performance with handwritten patterns. Even some

invariant feature extraction techniques showed a poor recognition rate on hand-

written characters.

o Experimental results showed that among the different feature families those

which are based on pixel distribution proved to be less successful than features

based on the structure of the patterns.

o It is often an impossible task to compare the recognition systems reported in

the literature. The results are usually obtained by adjusting different control

parameters such as writer constraints, environments, and fine tuning of the

system. By evaluating some of these systems we showed that they do not have

high recognition rates by using our collected handwritten samples.

o The performance of human experts on the collected preprocessed data showed

a similar reliability for all the subjects. The best reliability result for the

human expert on the collected samples was 0.86. The interesting result is

that the best proposed recognition system made almost the same mistakes as

human experts; they showed a poor performance in distinguishing between

similar patterns.

o The best recognition rates obtained by using a single classifier scheme were

83% without rejection and 88% with an 11To rejection rate of the ambiguous

characters.
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o We evaluated three different systems for combining multiple classifiers: weighted

voting, Iinear committee combiner, and a multi-label combiner. In all cases the

experimental results showed that the combined system always outperforms all

of the individual classifiers. By rejecting ambiguous patterns, both the recog-

nition rate and the reliability improved. Using a prior information on the

performance of the individual classifiers for each class label increased the total

recognition rate.

o Because the individual classifiers with measurement level outputs include more

information at their outputs, they showed a better performance when they

were combined. The best recognition results achieved by the weighted voting

combiner, linear committee combiner, and multi-label combiner were g4To,

96To, and 94% with rejection rates of 28Yo,2lyo, and 24Y0, respectively.

o A new feature extraction was developed for recognition of unconstrained hand-

written Persian and Arabic numerals. The best recognition rate achieved for

a single classifier system was 80%, while using a combined system increased

the recognition rate up to 91%. The study of the confusion matrices of the

recognition systems revealed that most of the misclassifications were caused

by similar digits. The recognition rate was increased up T,o g4% by rejecting

7% of the patterns.

o We also studied the performance of the elastic matching method for handwrit-

ten digit recognition. As a single classification system, the elastic matching

classification system showed a poor performance of 70T0, while combining it

with the classification method based on the line segment model increased the

recognition rate up to 89To. Experimental results showed that the elastic dis-

tance between similar patterns, such as digits 2 and 3, is very small, hence the

classifier fails to distinguish between similar characters. The main pitfall of

this combined system was, however, its computational complexity.
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8.3 Possible Research Directions

In this thesis we have studied some of the problems for handwritten Persian and

Arabic character recognition. However, there are several directions in which this

line of research might be continued. Still there is much work to do for any of the

recognition systems we proposed if they are to be of any practical use. Some possible

directions in the field are:

1. Data Collection: As we discussed in this dissertation, the researchers in the

field of Persian and Arabic handwritten character recognition still suffer from

the lack of a standard data base. Such a data set could be used for com-

parison between all algorithms developed for the recognition of printed and

handwritten Persian and Arabic documents. The process of data collection

might include form design, collecting unconstrained data from various sources)

grouping the collected samples according to their qualities, grouping the sam-

ples according to the type of the text, e.g. printed, handwritten, etc., and

comparing different algorithms reported in the literature.

2. Applications of the Deformation Model: \Me only used the distortion

model to study the effect of each geometrical distortion on the individual

characters; however, there are other possible applications for this model. F'or

example, this model may be used for evaluation of quality of handwritings in

calligraphy. The method can be used for calculating the distortion parameters

of a piece of text compared to its original template. Depending on the impor-

tance of each geometrical distortion, a function that combines the effects of

individual distortions may be defined. The output of the function can then be

used for evaluation of the quality of written text.

3. Improving the Performances of the subsystems: The recognition rates

can be improved further by employing other feature extraction techniques, and

by improving the preprocessing unit. The performance also can be improved

by investigating the methods of classifler selection in a combination of multi-

ple classifiers. Those classifi.ers that complement each other produce a better
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performance v¡hen they are combined

4. Text Recognition: \Me only tested the system for isolated character recog-

nition; the system should be tested for the characters that are produced by

a segmentation process. Recognition of the characters and the segmentation

process can also be combined. In the first step, the locations in a subword

that can be a good candidate for dividing the subword into characters should

be determined, then for these candidate points the recognition is performed.

If the character recognizer fails to classify the segmented character, the next

candidate location is used for segmentation.

5. Using Contextual Information: Even with the best feature extraction tech-

nique and the best classifier) we concluded that more evidence is needed for text

recognition. As shown in Fig. 8-1, the character recognition unit instead of one

output label may produce a ranked queue of labels. The word recognition unit

which uses contextual information then decides which label is the correct char-

acter. This study includes the analysis of Persian and Arabic words, analysis

of the subwords and possible combination of characters in a subword, and cal-

culating the character sequence probabilities in a subword. In an application

with a limited number of words, e.g. programming in a computer language, a

dictionary of possible words can also be used as contextual information.

Input
handwritten

Ouþuttcxt

1
mulüple labcls

Figure 8-1: Block diagram of a handwritten text recognition system.

text
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6. Implementation issues: any of the recognition systems rfr/e proposed still

needs more work if it is to be of any practical use. Some of the techniques

we developed are still computationally expensive, and there may be further

improvements in their algorithms. For example, the combination of multiple

classifier gives a better recognition result than a single classifier scheme but

it increases the computation complexity. Because the outputs of different

classifiers can be independently calculated, one possible solution is using a

parallel implementation.
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Appendix A

Designed Forms

F'OR.hlI 1- : Isolated characters
- trÈêavrlte eâch. clraÌâ.ctor in Ébe box frrovided-

I I

)

-Þ Ê

è
L-r/ .>

G ¿-¿tP <j

J -b <-" <-.rP

L2 3 4

J L-=9
-4

JJ-f--l-J-t
J +) ) <--) J

þ ¿t_ ¿5 _ò j

?¿ 4 'Þ -à _9

t Y r ¿! 7V a
à r À

7
I I

Q el a

<J

J

ì Í Í 1

Figure A-1: The form designed to collect Persian handwriting isolated characters.
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FORM 2 : Senfences

..ffi >rÆ Ê+ iT s& ¡rL-+^ ,fu .{ .5)-4* +f ¡l;u+ ,Ít ,r-l -. ¡ L-

.;lr* .-"H J .r:KJr gÈ _t .¡-ji Ë-jå,*+ .Jll *+ l..o JaiL ,.-t

I utr ¿re :--$: 11' : Jd ,J.l r*r ¡í ùtt ..olJ J ,!ÉÉ.

L t+*" :¿31 u-3¡ O_Fj i;_r laðlÞ o*f + -f ,-.+ c ¡t+i ,:

- Rev'rite the above poelns here in se¡rarate lines.

tr'igure A-2: The form designed to collect unconstrained Persian handwriting sen-

,F"c<rri'. ,.r/a¡l'ä ,ÉA:.,, ,L*-

'i.,.ì'?r" JPi Ë-,.+ Ðt-rrÃ-

q L; *!-r .si.--*** !r*_\ \-.+t 6¡L^< ,L ¿Þ

L tu L-r*j'r-fit¡¿ 'r*l-s ,t¿-i ¡tlo y'olU.-iÐ-all^"'

LF.*r,, io. o 1,-4Þt--, U*W=í!;/.-'+J c¡u"ñ

tences.
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FORM3:Separatewords
- Rewrite the rvor<Is in each rectangle-

F-.J*{.¡Ê *irff-*

L-.JL <'*!(--

(-:t _-¡¡f
r-t q-È ö->ar¿€.

Ltt* ?J-(cf "s-t'

t-* J-'r .:!sË-rl ,-1"-f
rJ:.?,) (i-

rÌ lrl- .tã (_J

()r)*- t^o (i-->-ã zt

OptÍOIIAI i Write one o¡'lnánJ¡ sêntences eâch ¡n a separate line.

rril ti*"

dl

;) -=r/-i*;t-¿'.[ ¿;):l

-*:+=f æ-.:s-+u-¿
,- .-iÂ *;1, ;-r¿È'-i-¿+å+;l

----- .----':.¿ tí.--:i a*¿.1- *-l : I

-.-#);- +i e -¡-.-¿*í *t;]

F'igure A-3: The form designed to collect unconstrained Persian handwriting words
and sentences.
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Appendix B

Distortion Characteristrcs
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Figure B-1: Distortion characteristics of different Persian characters: a) "ALEF"',
b) "84", c) "HEH", d) "(beginning) HEH", e) "DAL", f) "R4", g) "SEEN", h)
"SAD", and i) "TTA".
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Figure B-2: Distortion characteristics of different Persian characters: a) "AIN", b)
"F4", c) "KAF", d) "LAM", e) "MEEM", f) "NOON", g) "WAW", and h) "H4".
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